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I. Introduction
As legal education in the United States moved from appren-
ticeship to academy,' the need to retain a practical component was
1. For background on the history of American legal education, see, e.g., HERBERT L.
PACKER & THOMAS EHRLICH, NEW DIRECTIONS IN LEGAL EDUCATION (1972); ROBERT
BOCKING STEVENS, LAW SCHOOL: LEGAL EDUCATION IN AMERICA FROM THE 1850s TO
THE 1980s (1983); Anthony Chase, The Birth of the Modern Law School, 23 AM. J. LEGAL
HIST. 329 (1979); Amy M. Colton, Eyes to the Future, Yet Remembering the Past: Reconciling
Tradition with the Future of Legal Education, 27 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 963 (1994); Talbot
"Sandy" D'Alemberte, Keynote Address, in THE MACCRATE REPORT:. BUILDING THE
EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM: CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 4,4-17 (1994) [hereinafter MAC-
CRATE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS]; Edwin W. Patterson, The Case Method in American
Legal Education: Its Origins and Objectives, 4 J. LEGAL EDUC. 1 (1951); Leonard D.
Pertnoy, Skills Is Not a Dirty Word, 59 MO. L. REV. 169,174-78 (1994); Rand E. Rosenblatt,
Note, Legal Theory and Legal Education, 79 YALE L.J. 1153 (1970); Russell L. Weaver,
Langdell's Legacy: Living with the Case Method, 36 VILL. L. REV. 517 (1991); Calvin
Woodward, Justice Through Law - Historical Dimensions of the American Law School, 34
J. LEGAL EDUC. 345 (1984).
For modem reflections on the role of the law school, see Barry B. Boyer & Roger C.
Cramton, American Legal Education: An Agenda for Research and Reform, 59 CORNELL
L. REV. 221 (1974); Robert A. Gorman, Legal Education at the End of the Century: An
Introduction, 32 J. LEGAL EDUC. 315 (1982); Frank J. Macchiarola, Teaching in Law School:
What Are We Doing and What More Has To Be Done?, 71 U. DET. MERCY L. REV. 531
(1994); John 0. Mudd, Beyond Rationalism: Performance - Referenced Legal Education,
36 J. LEGAL EDUC. 189 (1986); Robert S. Redmount, The Future of Legal Education:
Perspective and Prescription, 30 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 562 (1985); Lewis D. Solomon,
Perspectives on Curriculum Reform in Law Schools: A Critical Assessment, 24 U. TOL. L.
REV. 1 (1992); see also Jerome Frank, A Plea for Lawyer-Schools, 56 YALE L.J. 1303, 1319
(1947). Judge Frank quotes Judge Crane of New York's Court of Appeals, commenting as
far back as the 1930s that:
Strange as it may seem, there were some advantages in the older methods of
preparation for the bar. As you know, the law school is relatively a matter of
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clear.2 The popularity of skills training has waxed and waned, and
it still remains the victim of some stigma in the academy.'
Nonetheless, the need for law schools to provide some skills
training is widely acknowledged - enthusiastically by some,4
recent growth. Formerly, a student, working in the office of a practitioner,
combined the study of law with its daily application to the troubles and businesses
of clients .... You know much more law after coming out of a university [law
school] than these former students ever knew, but you know less about the
method of its application and how to handle and use it.
Id.
2. See Leonard L. Baird, A Survey of the Relevance of Legal Training to Law School
Graduates, 29 J. LEGAL EDUC. 264 (1978) (studying extent to which practitioners believe
additional skills training would have been more relevant to success in practice); id. at 293
("[A]lthough the knowledge that law school teaches is important, the general habits of
thinking and skills in behaving that they inculcate may be more useful to their graduates in
their careers."); Tom Leahy, New Lawyers Need More Than a Knowledge of the Law, CHI.
DAILY L. BULL., Apr. 23, 1994, at 18; see also Timothy P. Terrell, What Does and Does Not
Happen in Law School To Prepare Students To Practice Law: A View from Both Sides of the
Academic/Practice Dichotomy, 83 LAW LIBR. J. 493 (1991). Terrell suggests:
Practitioners claim that law schools are not doing what they should and could to
prepare students to practice law. Students are emerging from law school
functionally illiterate, causing law firms to expend significant time and effort to
bring new associates up to speed .... Academics, on the other hand, respond that
practitioners have a narrow, short-sighted sense of academic preparation for the
legal profession.
Id. at 494.
3. See infra note 5; see also Helene S. Shapo, The Frontiers of Legal Writing:
Challenges for Teaching Research, 78 LAw LIBR. J. 719, 721 (1986).
4. See, e.g., Appellate Litigation Skills Training: The Role of the Law Schools, 54 U.
CN. L. REV. 129, 130 (1985); Domenick L. Gabrielli, The Importance of Legal Research and
Writing in the Law School Education, 46 ALB. L. REV. 1, 4 (1981); Shapo, supra note 3, at
719; Linda F. Smith, The Judicial Clinic: Theory and Method in a Live Laboratory of Law,
1993 UTAH L. REV. 429,430; see also George D. Gopen, The State of Legal Writing: Res Ipsa
Loquitur, 86 MICH. L. REV. 333, 365 (1987); Pertnoy, supra note 1, at 186; Edward D. Re,
The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Legal Profession, 68 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 85
(1994) (fully discussing major reasons for the negative perception of the legal profession);
Steven Stark, Why Lawyers Can't Write, 97 HARV. L. REV. 1389 (1984) (discussing particular
dissatisfaction with writing ability of attorneys).
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begrudgingly by others.5 Today, in some form, it is a component
of the legal education of nearly all American law students.6
While the skills training law students receive takes almost as
many different forms as there are law schools,7 most schools
5. The "grudging" attitude toward legal skills training has resulted in part from the
tension between the "trade school" and "graduate academy" views of American schools. See
Gary S. Laser, Educating for Professional Competence in the Twenty-First Century:
Educational Reform at Chicago-Kent College of Law, 68 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 243, 268 (1992)
("Historically, most law school educators rejected the idea that a law school education ought
to include broad-based instruction in skills and values and in the art of lawyering. The
traditional approach to legal education essentially borrowed a liberal arts methodology and
applied it to professional education .... It also assumed that a law school connected to a
university ought to teach research-based theory and theoretical skills and not the practical
skills and values associated with trade schools."); Harry H. Wellington, Challenges to Legal
Education: The "Two Cultures" Phenomenon, 37 J. LEGAL EDUC. 327, 329 (1987), cited in
Pertnoy, supra note 1, at 169 n.1; Christopher G. Wren & Jill Robinson Wren, The Teaching
of Legal Research, 90 LAW LIBR. J. 7, 24 (1988) ("Proponents of a graduate school model
advocate a curriculum concentrating almost exclusively on the theoretical and policy
underpinnings of legal doctrines and generally disdain courses intended to develop "grubby"
skills considered useful only in practicing law.' A trade school model, on the other hand,
presumes that a law school exists to train students principally to practice law."); see also
George Priest, The Increasing Division Between Legal Practice and Legal Education, 37
BUFF. L. REV. 681 (1988/1989).
For a somewhat more optimistic view of this issue, see Solomon, supra note 1, at 38
("Looking to the 21st century, legal educators will hopefully perceive that theory and
practice are not polar opposites (dichotomies), but rather complement each other. The
spectrum of law schools, consistent with their various missions and the career patterns of
their graduates, will choose to strike the balance among doctrine, theory and practical skills
differently."); see also Susan L. Brody, Teaching Skills and Values During the Law School
Years, in MACCRATE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, supra note 1, at 22,24; John J. Costonis,
The MacCrate Report: Of Loaves, Fishes, and the Future of American Legal Education, 43
J. LEGAL EDUC. 157 (1993); Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Narrowing the Gap by Narrowing the
Field: What's Missing from the MacCrate Report - Of Skills, Legal Science and Being a
Human Being, 69 WASH. L. REV. 593 (1994) (describing "the contentious intellectual history
of legal education and legal scholarship, that ... has too long polarized both the intellectual
value and rigor of 'law' ... and 'skills'). But see Drew L. Kershen, Humanities and the
First-Year Curriculum in Law School, 34 OKLA. L. REV. 790 (1981) (arguing for humanistic
rather than practical focus in first year curricula).
6. See Laser, supra note 5, at 274 ("Today all law schools require legal writing in the
first year."). Recognition of the necessity for skills training is by no means a new
phenomenon in legal education. See, e.g., Karl Llewellyn, The Place of Skills in Legal
Education, 45 COLUM. L. REV. 345 (1945).
7. For an excellent synopsis of the variables that lead different schools to create
different types of legal skills programs, see Allen Boyer, Legal Writing Programs Reviewed:
Merits, Flaws, Costs, and Essentials, 62 CrI-.-KENT L. REV. 23, 25-26 (1985); see also Brody,
supra note 5, at 24 ("So many different models and variations of programs exist that it would
be impossible to mention them all here. The model and its implementation must be tailored
in the particular institution, given each school's administrative, economic, and political
constraints."); Costonis, supra note 5; Richard A. Danner, Teaching Legal Research, 78 LAW
LtBR. J. 599 (1986) ("No clearly superior model [for a legal research and writing course] has
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require a first year course' designed to introduce students to basic
legal skills.9 These first year programs are generally created in the
hope that students can build upon this training through upper level
electives,10  extracurricular programs," clinical course work,
externships, and work experience. These basic courses vary
greatly, 2 but the vast majority were originally designed as re-
search and writing courses. 3
Legal research and legal writing have traditionally been
identified as the two most fundamental skills that a first year
student should master.'4 This emphasis is reflected by the fact
that so many of these first year courses are called, simply, "Legal
Research & Writing." 5  A school of thought has emerged,
however, that advocates that the first year legal skills course
become the training ground for a wide variety of diverse practice
emerged, which probably is appropriate given the varying mission and objectives of
American law schools.").
8. Throughout this paper, the term "first year" is used generically to apply to all the
basic skills courses. While the vast majority are mandated in the first two semesters of law
study, this term will also be used to refer to courses that are given in semesters two and
three as well as those that are required for more than two semesters.
9. See Angela J. Campbell, Teaching Advanced Legal Writing in a Law School Clinic,
24 SETON HALL L. REv. 653, 659 (1993) ("Almost all law schools require first year students
to take a course in legal research and writing. Such courses typically instruct students on the
elements of good legal writing and require students to draft legal documents such as an office
memorandum and an appellate brief.").
10. These electives may include such varied offerings as legal drafting, appellate
advocacy, interviewing and counseling courses, alternative dispute resolution, trial skills, and
upper level independent research courses, to name but a few.
11. Most notably, these extra-curricular or co-curricular activities will include work on
specialized law reviews, academic journals, and moot court competitions.
12. As Professor Robert Park commented in a true understatement, "The concept of
legal skills is an elusive one." Robert Park, Appropriate Methods for the Teaching of Legal
Skills in Practical Training Courses, 8 J. PRoF. LEGAL EDUC. 161, 161 (1990) (describing
legal skills training in Australia).
13. Some programs are the result of a fusion between a "legal writing" course and a
"legal bibliography" research course, two courses previously taught as discrete units.
14. While this is the most widely-held view, it is by no means unanimous. See, e.g.,
Morris L. Cohen, Research Habits of Lawyers, 9 JURIMETRICS J. 183, 184 (1969) (reporting
study identifying "the lawyer's four central skills" as "drafting, advocacy, negotiations, and
counselling - but not research"); Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Curriculum Structure and Faculty
Structure, 35 J. LEGAL EDUC. 326, 328 (1985) (identifying "basic practice skills and
techniques" to include "the ability to listen carefully, to speak precisely, to read critically,
and to write clearly and concisely ... [as well as] competence in various controlled behavior
such as aggression, conciliation, and judiciousness").
15. Alternatively, they may be called "Legal Process," "Legal Method," "Lawyering
Skills," or "Legal Skills." While it seems intuitive that the course name should reflect the
course's pedagogical philosophy, this is not universally true.
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skills.16  As professional competence is defined more broadly, as
legal research and writing cease to be seen in a vacuum, as legal
writing instruction becomes more professional, 7 and as law
schools face increased pressure from the bench and bar to graduate
highly skilled attorneys, 8 the scope of skills covered in the first
year curriculum has been expanded by many schools in a move-
ment from "research and writing" courses to "legal skills" cours-
es.
19
This change of focus raises a number of issues for all law
schools, whether they choose to adopt a more expansive notion of
basic skills training or opt to retain the traditional focus on research
and writing. These issues include:
16. See notes 61-64 and accompanying text (MacCrate Report's call for increased
emphasis on skills); note 73 (value of teaching ethics in the first year); see also part III.B
(discussing skills-based programs).
17. Legal research and writing professionals are evolving into a distinct part of the legal
academy. More and more directors and instructors are now full-time professionals. In a
1994 survey, nearly one half of 132 law schools responding reported that their legal research
and writing course was taught by full-time legal research and writing teachers. Jill J.
Ramsfield & Brien C. Walton, Survey of Legal Research and Writing Programs (1994)
(unpublished survey on file with Catholic University; used with permission of the authors).
I am very grateful to Professor Ramsfield for her permission to cite this survey.
Legal research and writing professionals have also formed professional organizations.
In 1984, Professors J. Christopher Rideout and Laurel Currie Oates founded the Legal
Writing Institute. The Institute's goal is "to unite LRW [Legal Research and Writing]
professors intellectually, to share resources, and to monitor and encourage the development
of effective LRW courses across the United States and Canada." Jill J. Ramsfield, Legal
Writing in the Twenty-First Century: The First Images, 1 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 123, 134
n. 3 (1991). A Section on Legal Research, Writing and Analysis was created as part of the
Association of American Law Schools, and in 1995, legal writing program directors began
forming an association geared to the specific pedagogical, administrative, and professional
concerns of program directors.
18. See, e.g., Colton, supra note 1, at 975 ("Perhaps the most telling complaint about law
schools of today is that they do not adequately prepare students for the practice of law.");
Alex M. Johnson, Jr., Think Like a Lawyer, Work Like a Machine: The Dissonance Between
Law School and Law Practice, 64 S. CAL. L. REV. 1231 (1991).
19. For a description of how such first year courses have been expanded, see Susan L.
Brody, Teaching Skills and Values During the Law School Years, in MACCRATE CONFER-
ENCE PROCEEDINGS, supra note 1, at 22, 23 (1994) ("There exists in every law school a
required course or series of courses which, when taught properly and well, reflect the
importance of oral and written communication. Usually labeled 'Legal Writing and
Research,' these courses teach almost all of the other skills that the MacCrate Report
identifies as fundamental. For example, it would be impossible to teach a first-year course
in legal writing and research without including problem solving, analysis, and reasoning as
part of the course content. At schools offering more comprehensive writing and research
curricula, other skills are a necessary part of the upper level writing and research courses,
e.g., negotiation, and resolution of ethical dilemmas.").
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" Why have research and writing achieved the preemi-
nence they currently enjoy in the first year pro-
gram?2"
" What additional skills - if any - should receive the
same focus in the first year? 2
1
" Does expanding the scope of skills taught in the first
year weaken the ability of traditional programs to
provide substantive research and writing training,
resulting in programs that introduce many skills but
provide in-depth training in none?
" How can first year programs avoid being overloaded
with additional responsibilities that should be covered
in other parts of the curriculum or in later years?22
* How much can be added to first year programs
beyond research and writing, given the fact that such
courses are often not given sufficient credit or atten-
tion as they now stand?'
* Can research and writing be taught in a vacuum
without introducing students to the other skills they
will need in practice? 24
" To what extent does expanding first year skills
offerings affect the qualifications needed to teach such
courses? 25
20. As with many curricular issues, the unspoken but still essential inquiry underlying
this question is whether a recent consensus has been reached that these skills are essential,
or whether law schools are responding to an inertia that tends to support retaining those
approaches that have "always" been followed.
21. A corollary question is, of course, whether a uniform canon of first year skills can
even be articulated given the great variety of educational missions of American law schools.
22. This may be accomplished through additional skills courses, the pervasive teaching
of lawyering skills in other doctrinal courses, clinic offerings, simulation courses, and
externship programs.
23. Jack Achtenberg, Legal Writing and Research: The Neglected Orphan of the First
Year, 29 U. MIAMI L. REV. 218 (1975) (describing insufficiency of time and attention paid
to first year writing programs); Shapo, supra note 3, at 721 (The legal writing course "suffers
from low status in the law school for several reasons. First, the course typically carries fewer
credits than the other courses.... Second, the course is often graded on a pass/fail basis.
Being ungraded puts legal writing at a disadvantage compared to other courses and the
course is stigmatized as being less important .... ").
24. See infra part III.C.2 (advocating the benefits of "contextuality" for legal writing
projects).
25. The term "skills" is often used to refer to a range of competencies that may not all
involve the same abilities. It may be difficult to find a single instructor skilled in all the
areas that a broad-based course should include. Professor Helene Shapo comments on this
issue in a similar context. As law schools moved from a system in which legal bibliography
1996]
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This Article will explore the issues that arise as more and more
law schools face important definitional questions: To what extent
should first year programs focus on providing in-depth research and
writing training? To what extent should those programs adopt a
more holistic curriculum that exposes students to a range of skills
beyond research and writing?
The Article will begin with a description of what is actually
done in first year programs at American law schools. This informa-
tion was gathered in a Spring 1995 survey of law school research
and writing programs, to which representatives of 111 schools
responded.26 It will then address why these definitional questions
are so significant. Following that, the Article will provide an
analytic sketch of two composite skills courses, beginning with a
discussion of a "traditional" legal research and writing program and
an evaluation of its strengths and drawbacks. The Article then
explores the broader-based skills approach, with special attention
to the types of skills covered, and the strengths and weaknesses of
this philosophy of first year training. The article will then propose
a compromise plan that attempts, realistically, to incorporate the
strengths of both these approaches. Hopefully, this will provide
guidance to law schools in reexamining the core identity of their
first year skills programs. The Article concludes by positing that
these two approaches are not mutually exclusive; it is possible and,
was a separate course to a system in which it was integrated with the writing course, some
concern arose about the qualifications of the instructors:
A typical legal writing course curriculum today usually requires that the
instructional staff be able to teach several components, including legal analysis
(method), writing skills, oral argument, and legal research....
... [A]n increasing number of schools are providing to their students
professionally trained writing assistance, but not professionally trained librarian
assistance, within the confines of the legal writing course.
Shapo, supra note 3, at 724-25. This problem will be exacerbated if skills other than research
and writing are added to the first year program. See also Danner, supra note 7, at 601
(discussing the need to have legal research taught by legal librarians).
26. This survey, entitled Scope of Coverage of First Year Skills Programs, was mailed
to the director of the legal research and writing program at all American law schools in
January 1995. As of December 10, 1995, representatives of 111 law schools had returned the
survey. The results of the survey will be referred to as Scope of Coverage Survey. At times,
the survey results indicate responses from more or fewer than 111 respondents. This is
because some respondents omitted an answer to a selected question or questions in their
reply, while others provided more than one response to particular inquiries. A complete
copy of the survey appears in Appendix I to this Article, and a summary of the survey
responses appears in Appendix II. Original responses to the survey remain on file with the
author.
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indeed, preferable, for schools to design courses that give their
students the best of both worlds.
II. Scope of Coverage of First Year Skills Programs
Before discussing the merits and flaws of various approaches
to the "scope of coverage" question,27 it is essential to understand
what law schools are currently doing and what models they have
selected. A Spring 1995 survey of the legal writing program
directors at America's law schools' revealed several trends.
A. The Identity of Today's Legal Skills Courses
The very first question that the directors were asked in the
survey was whether they would describe their programs as "a
traditional course focusing on in-depth development of research
and writing ability" or as "a course that focuses significantly on
lawyering skills other than, or in addition to, legal research and
writing."" Of 111 respondents, 83 defined their programs as
"traditional" courses. Thus, the vast majority of programs remain
primarily focused on research and writing.3 °
Seventeen schools classified their programs as following the
"lawyering skills" model. While clearly still a minority position, it
appears that a consensus exists among a solid core of schools that
the lawyering skills model is the appropriate one. Perhaps more
indicative of the uncertainty governing this question is the fact that
eleven respondents could not, or did not, put their program in
either category. These directors added third categories, 31 checked
both descriptions, 32 or left the question unanswered. While the
clear consensus indicates that the majority of schools still follow a
traditional research and writing based model, the number of schools
describing their programs differently is significant enough to
27. See supra part I.
28. See supra note 26 (discussion of the survey procedures); infra part II (discussion of
survey results); infra Appendix I (copy of the survey); infra Appendix II (summary of survey
results).
29. Scope of Coverage Survey, supra note 26; see infra Appendix I.
30. See infra Appendix II.
31. These categories included such descriptions as "a combined approach."
32. This was often accompanied by an explanation that the program met one description
in one semester, and the other description in a later semester. Arguably, the ability to do
this may well be influenced by the length of the program in question. That is, a two-year
program is more likely to be able to accomplish both goals well, while a one-year program
may not.
1996]
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warrant additional inquiry into what direction legal skills programs
should take.33
B. Scope of Coverage
A second survey question asked directors to indicate what
percentage of time in their first year courses is devoted to develop-
ment of a number of different skills.34 The results of this question
proved to be difficult to collect and tabulate for a number of
reasons. Most importantly, many of the skills overlap so much that
it is difficult to isolate them and assign exact percentages to the
coverage of any one. As many directors correctly pointed out, it
is nearly impossible to isolate the skill of "legal analysis"35 from
33. Beyond that, it must also be remembered that curricular reform is a lengthy process,
requiring much "lead time" before a new course model is implemented. Hence, the survey
was unable to determine with much accuracy whether any of the schools with traditional
course models had a new program in the developmental stages. Some insight into this was
achieved, however, in the questions on motivations for curricular change. See infra part II.C.
34. See infra Appendix I. The skills from which directors could choose included: legal
writing (including drafting), legal research (including CALR), legal analysis, client
interviewing and/or counseling, fact investigation, professional responsibility, law office
management skills, oral advocacy, law school study skills, alternative dispute resolution, and
"other." Scope of Coverage Survey, supra note 26.
35. For a good explanation of the close link between analysis and writing, see Joseph
Kimble, On Legal-Writing Programs, 2 PERSP. 1, 2 (1994) ("Unfortunately, there is a
profound misconception among non-writing teachers that what we teach you in the writing
course is mostly style and mechanics. We do have to teach those things, certainly, but in
addition, the legal-writing courses are the only courses in which legal analysis is systematical-
ly taught. We have to teach, in the writing courses, the structure of analysis: how to analyze
cases, how to connect one case to the other, and how to apply them by deduction or analogy
to a client's problem, a client's story."); see also Pertnoy, supra note 1, at 174 ("[t]t should
be abundantly clear that these law school disciplines, namely traditional analysis and skills
education, are totally interdependent, intertwined, and integrated with one another."); J.
Christopher Rideout & Jill J. Ramsfield, Legal Writing: A Revised View, 69 WASH. L. REV.
35, 45 (1994) ("[W]riting is an integral part of thinking and cognitive development."); Shapo,
supra note 3, at 727 ("A student who does not understand how to analyze a problem will
have difficulty researching it and cannot write about it effectively."); Marilyn R. Walter,
Retaking Control over Teaching Research, 43 J. LEGAL EDUC. 569, 582 (1993) ("We believe
that students benefit from seeing research, writing, and analysis as part of a single process.").
For fuller discussion of the teaching of "legal analysis" in the first year of law school,
see generally Paul Bergman, The War Between the States (of Mind): Oral Versus Textual
Reasoning, 40 ARK. L. REV. 505 (1987); Hans F.M. Crombag et al., On Solving Legal
Problems, 27 J. LEGAL EDUC. 168 (1975); Linda Edwards & Paula Lustbadder, Teaching
Legal Analysis, 2 PERSP. 52 (1994); Alfred L. Gausewitz, Teaching Legal Method and
Analysis, 23 ROCKY MTN. L. REV. 67 (1950); Peter W. Gross, On Law School Training in
Analytical Skills, 25 J. LEGAL EDUC. 261 (1973); Alan D. Hornstein, The Myth of Legal
Reasoning, 40 MD. L. REV. 338 (1981); Harry W. Jones, Notes on the Teaching of Legal
Method, 1 J. LEGAL EDUC. 13 (1948); John 0. Mudd, Thinking Critically About "Thinking
Like a Lawyer," 33 J. LEGAL EDUC. 704 (1983); Kurt M. Saunders & Linda Levine, Learning
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any of the other skills.36  Additionally, in many programs the
amount of class time spent on a skill may not be in proportion to
the amount of time that students spend developing that skill by
working on assignments outside of class.37 A final problem with
deriving any precise figures on the percentage of time devoted to
any particular skill is the fact that within the same program at the
same school this percentage will often vary by instructor and by
class.3 8
Given these caveats regarding the results of this question, a
few observations may be made by looking at how many directors
stated that they spend at least ten percent, at least thirty percent,
and at least fifty percent of their course time teaching a particular
skill. Looking at these figures will illustrate which skills play
"some" role, a "significant" role, and a "dominant" role in the 111
legal writing programs for which data was collected:3 9
To Think Like a Lawyer, 29 U.S.F. L. REV. 121 (1994); Paul T. Wangerin, Skills Training
in "Legal Analysis": A Systematic Approach, 40 U. MIAMI L. REV. 409 (1986).
36. Any time "analysis" is divorced from other aspects of the educational enterprise,
there should be cause for some alarm or, at least, some dissatisfaction. As Professor Jill J.
Ramsfield commented, "[A]nalysis is writing." Jill J. Ramsfield, Legal Writing in the Twenty-
First Century: The First Images: A Survey of Legal Research and Writing Programs, 1 LEGAL
WRITING 123, 132 (1991) (emphasis added).
37. This may be most true in the writing context, where a project assigned and explained
in one fifty-minute class may generate an out of class project that will take students much
longer to complete, -instructors much longer to critique, and both instructors and students
much longer in conference and rewriting time.
38. This degree of variety will depend on how standardized the law school's writing
program is, and how much autonomy individual teachers have. In some programs, for
example, the syllabus and all assignments are uniformly created by the director, while in
other programs each instructor has complete autonomy. Between these two extremes are
many compromise models.
39. See infra Appendix II. The total for some schools added up to over 100%, based
on the directors' judgment that the skills could not be quantified on a 100-point scale.
Because that was the case, some figures add up to represent more than 111 schools.
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Name of Schools De- Schools De- Schools
Skill4°  voting voting a Devoting a
"Some" (10% "Significant" "Dominant"
- 29%) (30% - 49%) (over 50%)
Amount of Amount of Amount of
Course Time Course Time Course Time
to Skill to Skill to Skill
Legal Writ- 16 58 35
ing
Legal Re- 59 36 6
search
Legal Analy- 51 32 13
sis
Oral Advo- 56 0 0
cacy
Professional 10 0 0
Responsibili-
ty
Client Inter- 7 0 0
viewing/
Counseling
Fact Investi- 5 0 0
gation
Alternative 4 0 0
Dispute Res-
olution
Law Office 2 0 0
Management I _
Study Skills 1 0 0
40. In addition to these options offered by the survey, several schools indicated that they
covered "other" skills in their courses, including: oral presentations to partners, negotiation,
case planning, exam preparation, citation form, document drafting, introduction to law,
pleadings, depositions, and relationship skills.
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Several observations may be made from this range of respons-
es. First, it is clear that research, writing, and analysis topped the
lists of subjects covered in first year skills courses, based both on
the number of times they were cited and on the relative percentag-
es that they were allocated. The only other skill on the list that
was mentioned consistently was "oral advocacy."'" Only research,
writing, and analysis were ever mentioned as accounting for more
than twenty-nine percent of the first year course coverage. In
addition, as measured by the percentage of course time devoted to
it, legal writing skills seemed to outweigh legal research skills by a
fairly significant margin.42 Regardless of how law school programs
may characterize themselves, the focus clearly remains on the
traditional trio of basic skills. The major difference in the
programs appeared to be how much time was given to providing a
small scale introduction to a range of skills rather than redirecting
the major focus of the course.43
C. Internal and External Motivations for Curricular Change
Because legal skills courses tend to be fairly dynamic and
subject to frequent change and innovation," the surveyed direc-
41. This may be due to the fact that 62.1% of law schools report that moot court is part
of the first year legal research and writing course. Ramsfield & Walton, supra note 17, at
Q12; see also John T. Gaubatz, Moot Court in the Modern Law School, 31 J. LEGAL EDUC.
87 (1981) (discussing role of moot court programs in law schools). Although the respondents
were not asked to specify what type of "oral advocacy" was involved, such advocacy in a first
year course is typically linked to the appellate brief; the relative uniformity in students'
writing experience is mirrored in their relatively limited oral experience. "Most programs
require oral arguments associated with a brief, but few offer any practice in reporting
information to a supervising attorney or in speaking to a client. Similarly, motion arguments
to a trial judge or negotiation sessions allow students to rehearse the language appropriate
for those contexts." Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 80.
42. Of course, it is probably impossible to state with any certainty what this balance is
where research is both an integral part of the writing assignments and a discretely taught
skill.
43. The Ramsfield and Walton Survey, supra note 17, examines the scope of first year
programs by asking what types of assignments are required, rather than how class time is
allocated. When asked what types of writing assignments are required in the first year
course, 43.9% required client letters, 99.2% required legal memoranda, 40.2% required
pretrial briefs, 22.7% required trial briefs, 73.5% required appellate briefs, and 21.2%
required drafting documents. Fewer than 3% required law review articles or drafting
legislation. Id. at Q23. When asked about required speaking skills, 28% required a pretrial
motion, 72% required an appellate brief argument, 20.5% required in-class presentations,
and 9.1% required an objective argument. Id. at Q24.
44. See, e.g., Boyer, supra note 7, at 23 ("Law schools re-examine and change these
programs far more often than they do the rest of their curriculum."). This change may not
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tors were next asked whether their programs had made "significant
changes to the substantive coverage"45 of their first year courses
since 1990, and if any such changes were planned for the future. 6
The response to this question indicated a great deal of major
innovation in legal skills programs during the 1990s.47
Of the 111 schools participating, directors at seventy-eight
indicated that significant changes had been made to their programs
since 1990, and directors at thirty-six schools indicated that
significant changes were being contemplated.48 The reforms and
changes mentioned most often among both groups included
changes in staffing models,4 9 increased or more fully integrated
training in CALR, ° addition of client interviewing and negotiation
training, incorporation of fact-finding exercises, reduced emphasis
on appellate advocacy,51 increased attention to professional
responsibility issues,52 fuller integration of research and writing,53
combination of skills training with other first year courses,54 more
reflect an entirely positive trend. See Ramsfield, supra note 36, at 135 ("Unable or unwilling
to devote extensive resources to LRW programs, many law schools try new models every few
years, often without the benefit of any comprehensive information about what has or has not
worked elsewhere.").
45. It was left up to the individual schools to determine whether a particular innovation
constituted a "significant change to the substantive coverage" of the program. In one school,
a director may have thought a change in text was a significant change, while in another, a
director might deem this to be mere "fine tuning" not justifying reporting.
46. See infra Appendix I.
47. See infra Appendix II.
48. Some of these schools were, of course, the same ones that had made changes since
1990 and were contemplating additional reforms.
49. These "staffing" changes included shifting away from student-taught programs,
adding of full-time legal writing teachers, and hiring tenure-track directors and instructors.
50. See infra notes 101-02 for a full discussion of the role of CALR in legal research
courses.
51. See Appellate Litigation Skills Training, supra note 4 (discussing poor suitability of
appellate advocacy as vehicle for legal skills training).
52. See infra note 73 for a discussion of professional responsibility training in the first
year course.
53. See infra note 79.
54. In 1994, directors of 24.2% of first year programs reported that their legal writing
assignments were, in fact, coordinated with assignments in other first year courses.
Ramsfield & Walton, supra note 17, at Q13. Obviously, this type of "coordination" may take
many different forms and be of varying levels of formality. For example, coordination may
involve something as extensive as having the writing course entirely subsumed into another
course or something as casual as conversations between legal writing instructors and other
teachers regarding the substance of the problems chosen. For a fuller discussion of this
integration, see Robin K. Mills, Legal Research Instruction in the Law Schools, The State of
the Art. Or, Why Law School Graduates Do Not Know How To Find the Law, 70 LAW LIBR.
J. 343 (1977). Mills suggests:
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extensive use of multiple drafts,5 and changes in the grading
system used for the course.56
Very often, what drives this process of reform includes a
number of changes within the law school that make curricular
revision and program development possible. For example, staffing
changes that lead to the use of full-time instructors57 or the
addition of a full-time director" often make a more extensive
program possible. An increase in the number of credit hours or
semesters devoted to the skills course has an obvious impact on the
coverage of the program.59 Several schools also mentioned that
they are changing (or, in some cases, are unable to change) their
programs based on a mandate from their faculty about the
direction the program should take. These internal factors seem to
[A] number of schools have done away with the concept of a separate legal
methods or legal writing course and are instead providing that their first year
students receive this training in small sections of the substantive law courses.
Usually each student is assigned to a small section of about twenty students for
one of his substantive courses. There, in addition to varying the usual material,
the faculty member also instructs them in general techniques of legal analysis and
requires that they complete writing assignments. The instruction in legal
bibliography is usually given separately, as is work in appellate advocacy. These
programs are considered to be quite successful by the schools which offer them.
Students receive a more thorough grounding than usual in the needed skills and
it is felt to be easier to teach them in the context of a substantive course rather
than separately. There do, however, remain problems as to evenness of the
quality of instruction and the everpresent problem of finding enough time to give
the students the needed individual attention. Also, a fact which is not to be
considered lightly, they are very expensive to operate.
Id. at 347 (footnote omitted); see also Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 81-83
(discussing practical difficulties of integrated courses); Robert G. Vaughn, Use of Simulations
in a First Year Civil Procedure Class, 45 J. LEGAL EDuc. 480 (1995) (describing simulation
element of basic civil procedure class).
55. The Ramsfield and Walton survey, supra note 17, reports that of 130 respondents,
24.6% required at least one rewrite of all assignments, 56.2% required rewrites of some
assignments, and only 19.2% reported rewrites were not required. Id. at Q25.
56. Changes to the grading system often mean either changing to a system that grades
the writing course on the same basis as students' other courses, or creating grading schemes
that allow instructors to differentiate more precisely than a "PassfFail" system would allow.
57. See supra note 17 (regarding the increased use of full-time instructors).
58. See Jan M. Levine, Voices in the Wilderness: Tenured and Tenure-Track Directors
and Teachers in Legal Research and Writing Programs, 45 J. LEGAL EDuc. 530 (1995)
(discussing the impact of adding tenure-track directors to legal writing programs).
59. Obviously, a decision to lengthen the number of semesters in which a course will be
offered makes it much more feasible to add breadth to the program without sacrificing the
basics.
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drive many of the programmatic changes and decisions regarding
scope of coverage.6"
In the survey, directors were asked to comment on the role, if
any, that the MacCrate Report61 had on the scope of coverage of
62 Mtheir first year programs. The MacCrate Report is among the
most highly publicized and controversial documents to be intro-
duced to the world of legal education in many years. 63  The
60. One factor largely ignored in the literature about skills programs is the value of a
law school's self study and output evaluation to determine the efficacy of its skills training
programs. This evaluation of outputs of various skills programs should be pursued and used
as a significant factor in developing an individual institution's skills training priorities. See
Susan R. Gainen, Gather Facts Before Continuing the MacCrate "Skills" Debate, in MAC-
CRATE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, supra note 1, at 152 ("Working with a survey designed
by its curriculum committee and career services office, each school's alumni office could
provide access to graduates who could compare the skills they had at graduation with the
skills they now know they need in practice.... Without their input, the 'skills' debate rests
on little more than speculation and has the potential for wasting thousands of hours of
faculty and administrative time."). For a discussion of the ways in which some law schools
have attempted to survey their graduates to gather information like this, see Baird, supra
note 2.
61. SECTION ON LEGAL EDUC. AND ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, AMERICAN BAR
ASSOC., LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - AN EDUCATIONAL
CONTINUUM: REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON LAW SCHOOLS AND THE PROFESSION
(1992) [hereinafter the MACCRATE REPORT]. This Report was not the first time that
widespread study of lawyer competence was conducted by the ABA. For earlier studies, see
SPECIAL COMM. FOR STUDY OF LEGAL EDUC., AMERICAN BAR ASSOC., LAW SCHOOLS
AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION (1980); ABA TASK FORCE ON PROF. COMPETENCE, FINAL
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS (1983); ALI-ABA COMM. CONTINUING PROF. EDUC.,
ENHANCING COMPETENCE OF LAWYERS: THE REPORT OF THE HOUSTON CONFERENCE
(1981); see also E. Gordon Gee & Donald W. Jackson, Current Studies of Legal Education:
Findings and Recommendations, 32 J. LEGAL EDUC. 471 (1982).
62. See infra Appendix I.
63. A full discussion of the MacCrate Report is beyond the scope of this Article. For
discussions of the Report and its impact, see Karen Brunner, Dean is Right on MacCrate
Report, N.J. L.J., Apr. 11, 1994, at 16; Costonis, supra note 5; Laura Duncan, Conference
Debates MacCrate Report: Points to Problems Implementing Some Proposals, CHI. DAILY L.
BULL., Oct. 11, 1993, at 1; Gary Laser, Significant Curricular Developments: The MacCrate
Report and Beyond, 1 CLINICAL L. REV. 425 (1994); Wallace Loh, The MacCrate Report -
Heuristic or Prescriptive?, 69 WASH. L. REV. 505 (1994); Macchiarola, supra note 1; Robert
MacCrate, The 21st Century Lawyer: Is There a Gap To Be Narrowed?, 69 WASH. L. REV.
517 (1994); Richard A. Matasar, The MacCrate Report from the Dean's Perspective, 1
CLINICAL L. REV. 457 (1994); Menkel-Meadow, supra note 5; Ken Myers, MacCrate Report
Hot Issue at ABA Legal Education Meeting, N.H. L.J., Aug. 9, 1993, at 4; Michael Norwood,
Scenes from the Continuum: Sustaining the MacCrate Report's Vision of Law School
Education into the Twenty-First Century, 30 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 293 (1995); Helene S.
Shapo, The MacCrate Report Conference: A Review, 2 PERSP. 54 (1994). From September
30 to October 2, 1993, the American Bar Association, the University of Minnesota Law
School, and the West Publishing Company sponsored a conference at which a large group
of educators, practitioners, administrators, and others interested in skills training commented
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Report centers on the need to introduce law students to a continu-
um of legal skills. Those skills, identified in the Report's "State-
ment of Fundamental Lawyering Skills," include problem solving,
legal analysis and reasoning, legal research, factual investigation,
communication, counseling, negotiation, litigation and alternative
dispute resolution procedures, organization and management of
legal work, and recognizing and resolving ethical dilemmas.64
Obviously, the MacCrate Report is not limited to research and
writing but advocates a broader perspective.
Indeed, the Report has been criticized for its failure to focus
more on research and writing.6" The surveyed directors, therefore,
were asked to comment on the role that the MacCrate Report has
had on influencing the design of their skills program. Surprisingly,
the MacCrate Report appears to have been relatively uninfluential
in the design of first year skills programs. 66  Of the 111 schools
responding, only three reported that the MacCrate Report had a
on various aspects of the MacCrate Report. The conference proceedings have been
published in the MACCRATE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, supra note 1.
64. MACCRATE REPORT, supra note 61, at 138-40. In addition to this statement of
skills, the Report also identified four "Fundamental Values of the Profession." These were
enumerated as: providing competent representation; striving to promote justice, fairness, and
morality; improving the profession; and pursuing professional self-development. Id. at 140-
41.
65. The MacCrate Report does not devote a separate section to legal writing but,
instead, includes it under the more general heading of "legal communication." This has been
the subject of some criticism. See Brody, supra note 5, at 25 ("Despite widespread
agreement that oral and written communication are the most important skills for lawyers and
despite the known successes of the schools which require comprehensive programs, the
MacCrate Report lacks little more than minimal references to legal writing, reasoning, and
research curricula."); Jill J. Ramsfield & J. Christopher Rideout, Using Legal Writing To
Narrow the Gap: Socializing Students into the Legal Education and Law Practice, in
MACCRATE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, supra note 1, at 155, 157 (1994) ("According to
a widely-noted study by the American Bar Foundation, legal writing is among the most
important activities for law practitioners. Yet, the MacCrate Report devotes a scant five
pages to legal writing, and in its Statement of Skills and Values lists legal writing under the
broader fabric of Communication.").
66. See infra Appendix II. For a possible explanation, see Solomon, supra note 1, at 36.
Professor Solomon suggests that "[h]ostility to outside intervention" is a significant obstacle
to law school curricular reform. Id. "Because innovation may result from outside
intervention, it is noteworthy that an organization and its participants usually evidence
suspicions of and hostility to outsiders. The tendency to reject outsiders may block outsider-
led innovation unless diffused by local initiative and participation." Id. But see Nina W.
Tarr, Current Issues in Clinical Legal Education, 37 How. L.J. 31, 32 (1993) ("As a result of
the [MacCrate] Report, many law schools will be re-evaluating the clinical and skills
components of their curriculums to determine whether students are receiving adequate
training in the skills and values identified by the ABA.").
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"significant impact" on their program design. In fifty-two schools,
the Report was deemed to have had "some influence" on program
design, while fifty-four directors reported that the Report had "no
influence" at all in the design of their first year skills programs.
Not surprisingly, textual responses to the question about the
MacCrate Report indicated that the Report's influence was often
directly linked to the age of the skills curricula in place at the
responding schools. Obviously, it has had more impact on those
schools whose programs were overhauled most recently. Some
respondents indicated that while the Report did not affect their
program structure per se, it did help to validate their efforts. In
some schools, the Report was also useful in advocating curricular
reform. While the MacCrate Report may have had a greater
impact than is apparent on first examination,67 the overall re-
sponse to this question suggests that its direct impact is less
significant than might be expected.68
D. Priorities and Perceptions
After asking directors for basic descriptive information about
the scope of their course coverage, the survey then asked two
questions that should help frame the debate over the proper scope
of coverage in first year skills courses. The answers to these two
questions indicate the priorities and perceptions - rather than the
practices - of current programs.69
First, the survey asked directors how they would most like to
spend extra time if they could have more class hours and course
67. The impact of the MacCrate Report may be seen in the recent attention paid to
legal skills on the state bar level, and in the increasing pressure of local bar associations to
improve the competence and professionalism of practitioners. See, e.g., Amy Travison, Craco
Recommendations Could Change Profession, N.Y. ST. B. NEWS, Nov./Dec. 1995, at 1.
68. The informal impact of the Report and the controversy surrounding it on
incremental and largely undocumented informal changes in law school skills curricula should
not be underestimated. See Macchiarola, supra note 1, at 535 ("Law schools have differed
in the extent to which they have introduced the skills advocated by the MacCrate Report.
Where schools have made these changes, they are often part of the informal curriculum long
before they make their way into a formal curriculum adopted by the law school faculty.").
69. Although this may seem counterintuitive, considering priorities, philosophies, and
perceptions may be more useful in this debate than actually studying practice. While practice
is often determined by budget constraints and other institutional limitations over which
directors have no control, such limits do not apply to their ideals. Thus, directors' goals may
be a truer reflection of what is most important to them, whether or not they are ultimately
able to accomplish those goals.
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credits allocated to their first year skills programs.7" Additional
time to spend on writing skills was the clearest priority. Of the
11171 directors responding, sixty eight would use any additional
time for writing training. In contrast, twenty-five directors would
use additional time for research training,72 and forty-three would
like to have more time to teach "additional skills." Of those
additional skills, professional responsibility and legal ethics ranked
among the most popular.73 Also listed repeatedly in the range of
"other skills" were legal drafting, client counseling, oral advocacy,
fact investigation, non-litigation tasks such as contract drafting,
office management skills, alternative dispute resolution, trial skills,
motions practice, and greater attention to legal analysis. Therefore,
while writing remains the primary focus, a significant number of
70. See infra Appendix I. This question did not ask directors whether an addition in
either the credit hours or course hours would, necessarily, be a wise move. Without reducing
the other academic requirements in the first year, increasing the hours of the legal research
and writing course might be counterproductive. According to Professor Ramsfield's survey
of 128 responding schools, 4.7% allocate one semester credit hour to legal research and
writing; 14.1% allocate two credits; 25% allocate three credits; and 33.6% allocate four.
Ramsfield & Walton, supra note 17, at Q8.
71. Again, some directors checked off more than one wish, so the total here is greater
than 111. See infra Appendix It.
72. Many of those who indicated that they would like additional time for research
training would devote this time to instruction in CALR.
73. For a strong argument in favor of integrating professional responsibility training in
the first year curriculum, see Beth D. Cohen, Instilling an Appreciation of Legal Ethics and
Professional Responsibility in First Year Legal Research and Writing Courses, 4 PERSP. 5
(1995). For general discussions of professional responsibility and its place in the law school
curriculum, see William T. Braithwaite, Hearts and Minds: Can Professionalism Be Taught?,
A.B.A. J., Sept. 1990, at 70; Warren E. Burger, The Role of the Law School in the Teaching
of Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility, 29 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 377 (1980); Amy
Gutmann, Can Virtue Be Taught to Lawyers?, 45 STAN. L. REV. 1759, 1770 (1993); Ian
Johnstone & Mary Patricia Treuthart, Doing the Right Thing: An Overview of Teaching
Professional Responsibility, 41 J. LEGAL EDUC. 75 (1991) (surveying and critiquing law
school instruction in professional responsibility); Philip C. Kissam, The Decline of Law
School Professionalism, 134 U. PA. L. REV. 251 (1986); David T. Link, The Pervasive Method
of Teaching Ethics, 39 J. LEGAL EDUC. 485 (1989) (discussing first year ethics course at
Notre Dame Law School); James E. Moliterno, An Analysis of Ethics Teaching in Law
Schools: Replacing Lost Benefits of the Apprentice System in the Academic Atmosphere, 60
U. CIN. L. REV. 83 (1991); Deborah L. Rhode, Ethics by the Pervasive Method, 42 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 31 (1992); C. Paul Rogers III, An Approach to the Teaching of Professional
Responsibility to First-Year Law Students, 4 OHIo N.U. L. REV. 800 (1977); Stanley A.
Samad, The Pervitsive Approach to Teaching Professional Responsibility, 26 OHIO ST. L.J.
100 (1965); Terrance Sandalow, The Moral Responsibility of Law Schools, 34 J. LEGAL
EDuC. 163 (1984); E. Wayne Thode & T.A. Smedley, An Evaluation of the Pervasive
Approach to Education for Professional Responsibility of Lawyers, 41 U. COLO. L. REV. 365
(1969).
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directors appears to be interested in expanding the scope of their
courses if the number of credits and class hours is correspondingly
increased.
Finally, to determine how aggressively law schools would
pursue an expanded first year skills curriculum if that were
otherwise possible, the survey asked directors to identify the single
most important goal of first year skills courses.74 Not surprisingly,
the overwhelming majority - eighty-five of the 111 directors -
identified the development of "competency in legal writing and
analysis" as the single most important goal. The second most
popular goal, selected by seventeen directors, was "to introduce
students to a range of practice skills that they may then develop
more fully in their advanced course work."75  Finally, twelve
directors selected' "develop[ing] competency in legal research."
Again, writing and analysis remained the clear focus of the
directors' attention. Interestingly, no directors selected the fifth
option, which asked if the goal of the first year programs is or
should be "to provide an orientation to law school."76
While these findings are based on a single survey of legal
research and writing program directors, they help provide the
framework for a full discussion of the "scope of coverage" question.
It is clear that the questions of what to cover and on what to focus
are of fundamental concern to many programs and represent a
basic identity question that each program must address.
74. See infra Appendix I. Again, some totals may be greater than 111 because several
instructors perceived several goals to be equally important or saw several of these objectives
as so closely intertwined that they could not be separated. See infra Appendix II.
75. An interesting corollary inquiry would be to determine if this option was more often
chosen by those directors in schools that offer a rich panoply of upper level courses. Only
in such schools could students really "develop more fully" these skills.
76. The fact that none perceived this "orientation/introduction" goal to be central to the
first year is interesting in light of the common view that "lawyering skills" courses are a
useful forum for wide-reaching discussions about the role of the legal profession in American
society, and the role of different attorneys within the profession. See Jack Achtenberg, Legal
Writing and Research: The Neglected Orphan of the First Year, 29 U. MIAMI L. REV. 218,226
(1978) (identifying "socialization of the student to the law school process and to lawyering"
as first on a list of goals for a first semester legal writing program, and commenting that
"[t]he legal writing faculty is uniquely situated to introduce students to the 'socialization
process' called law school").
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III. Designing an Effective First Year Skills Program
Legal research and writing programs change and develop over
time7 7 in response to a variety of internal and external influenc-
es.78 As these programs adapt, they face many significant
definitional issues, including credit hours, grading systems, form and
substance of assignments, provision of feedback, integration of
research with writing, qualifications for and status of skills instruc-
tors, institutional support, student motivation, teaching methods,
and links to clinical programs and other first year courses.79
77. Indeed, as the discussion accompanying notes 44 to 60, supra, indicates, there is
reason to believe that research and writing programs may be the most frequently "reformed"
part of the law school curriculum. See Allen Boyer, Legal Writing Programs Reviewed:
Merits, Flaws, Costs, and Essentials 62 CHI-KENT L. REV. 23 (1985) ("Law schools re-
examine and change [legal writing] programs far more often than they do the rest of their
curriculum."). But see Michael Botein. Rewriting First Year Legal Writing Programs, 30 J.
LEGAL EDUC. 184 (1979) ("Too many discussions have ignored any serious analysis,
however, of methods for teaching students the vital lawyering skills of researching,
synthesizing, and writing. Aside from Professor Rombauer's 1973 study... there has been
virtually no empirical work and very little discussion of the subject in the last two decades.");
Reed Dickerson, Teaching Legal Writing in the Law Schools (With a Special Nod to Legal
Drafting), 16 IDAHO L. REV. 85 (1979) ("[Tlhere has been little improvement in the
pedagogy of legal writing in the past 40 years."); John C. Weistart, The Law School
Curriculum: The Process of Reform, 1987 DUKE L.J. 317 (arguing that not just legal skills
programs but law school curricula, generally, are in a state of flux).
78. These influences include new developments in the field, the niche the school's
graduates fill in the job market, the demands of the bench and bar, the philosophy
underlying the law school's program, and the specific talents and goals of those who lead the
program.
79. These issues are, individually, beyond the scope of this Article. In many ways, the
answer to the question of the scope of coverage of the course should, and must, drive the
way in which law schools answer many of these subsidiary questions. For excellent discus-
sions of these specific issues in the context of first year programs, see Achtenberg, supra note
76; Roger W. Andersen, Stating Objectives for a Legal Writing Course, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC.
358 (1979); Robert Batey, Legal Research and Writing from First Year to Law Review, 12
STETSON L. REV. 735 (1983); Albert P. Blaustein, On Legal Writing, 2 PERSP. 57 (1994);
Albert P. Blaustein, On Legal Writing, 18 CLEV. MARSHALL L. REV. 237 (1969); C.B.
Bordwell, A Writing Specialist in the Law School, 17 J. LEGAL EDUC. 462 (1965); Botein,
supra note 77; Boyer, supra note 77; Norman Brand, Legal Writing, Reasoning and Research:
An Introduction, 44 ALB. L. REV. 292 (1980); William J. Bridge, Legal Writing After the First
Year of Law School, 5 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 411 (1978); Donald S. Cohen, Ensuring an
Effective Instructor-Taught Legal Writing and Advocacy Program: How To Teach the
Teachers, 29 J. LEGAL EDUC. 593 (1978); Robert N. Covington, The Development of the
Vanderbilt Legal Writing Program, 16 J. LEGAL EDUC. 342 (1964); John C. Dernbach, The
Wrongs of Legal Writing, STUDENT LAW., Oct. 1987, at 18; Dickerson, supra note 77; Boyd
Kimball Dyer, Whatever Happened to Legal Writing at Utah?, 26 J. LEGAL EDUC. 338 (1974);
Elizabeth Fajans & Mary R. Falk, Against the Tyranny of Paraphrase: Talking Back to Texts,
78 CORNELL L. REV. 163 (1993); Mary Ellen Gale, Legal Writing: The Impossible Takes a
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While these questions help shape the program, adopting a clear
theory behind the "scope of coverage" question is more fundamen-
tal. Because "scope of coverage" goes directly to the basic identity
of the program, all other questions are subsidiary. While those
questions address the means to the end, and affect whether that
end is achieved, determining the scope of coverage addresses the
end itself.
First year skills programs must avoid developing an ad hoc
curriculum that creates a particular type of program as the result
of random evolution, rather than of a conscious decision. Only
after determining the desired direction of the first year course can
schools begin to address subsidiary questions. For example, a
program that seeks to teach a range of skills, rather than focus only
on research and writing must also grapple with such questions as:
" How can sufficient time be devoted to developing
research and writing skills if the class time devoted to
them must be "diluted" with training in other skills?
* Will additional credit hours or semesters be required
to complete the desired course coverage? If so, how
will this impact on the rest of the first year curriculum
and students' freedom to pursue other doctrinal and
skills-based electives?
Little Longer, 44 ALB. L. REV. 298 (1980); Kenneth B. Germain, Legal Writing and Moot
Court at Almost No Cost. The Kentucky Experience, 25 J. LEGAL EDUC. 595 (1973); George
D. Gopen, A Question of Cash and Credit: Writing Programs at the Law Schools, 3 J.
CONTEMP. LAW. 191 (1977); Peter W. Gross, California Western Law School's First-Year
Course in Legal Skills, 44 ALB. L. REV. 369 (1980); Harold Horowitz, Legal Research and
Writing at the University of Southern California - A Three Year Program, 4 J. LEGAL EDUC.
95 (1951); Kimble, supra note 35; Philip C. Kissam, Thinking (By Writing) About Legal
Writing, 40 VAND. L. REV. 135 (1987); Douglas Laycock, Why the First-Year Legal-Writing
Course Cannot Do Much About Bad Legal Writing, 1 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 83 (1990);
Margit Livingston, Legal Writing and Research at DePaul University: A Program in
Transition, 44 ALB. L. REV. 344 (1980); Philip N. Meyer, "Fingers Pointing at the Moon":
New Perspectives on Teaching Legal Writing and Analysis, 25 CONN. L. REV. 777 (1993);
Anita L. Morse, Research, Writing, and Advocacy in the Law School Curriculum, 75 LAW
LIBR. J. 232 (1982); James A.R. Nafziger, Teaching Legal Writing in the United States, 7
MONASH U. L. REV. 67 (1980); Willard Pedrick et al., Should Permanent Faculty Teach First-
Year Legal Writing? A Debate, 32 J. LEGAL EDuC. 413, 415 (1982); Ramsfield, supra note
36; Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35; Marjorie Dick Rombauer, First-Year Legal Research
& Writing: Then and Now, 25 J. LEGAL EDUC. 538 (1973); Lucia Ann Silecchia, Designing
and Teaching Advanced Legal Research and Writing Courses, 33 Duo. L. REV. 203 (1995);
Ann Sinsheimer-Weeks & Susan Reinhart, Legal Writing as a Second Language, SECOND
DRAFr, Nov. 1992, at 4; Ruth Fleet Thurman, Blueprint for a Legal Research and Writing
Course, 31 J. LEGAL EDUC. 134 (1981).
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" Does increasing the range of skills taught change the
qualifications necessary for instructors who are hired
to teach in the program? Relatedly, does it make an
adjunct-driven or student-taught program unfeasible
or undesirable?
" Does a broad-based skills program provide an oppor-
tunity for remedial research and writing training for
those students who have weaknesses with those basic
skills?8 °
" What is the impact of a skills-based program - good
and bad - on the upper level skills curriculum,
including clinical programs?8'
* If adopting an ambitious skills-based program requires
an increase in the number of instructors needed or
time spent, from where will the necessary financial
resources come?
Answering these questions in a way that makes sense both
practically and pedagogically is necessary for a law school wishing
to move from a research and writing based program to a skills-
based one.
Alternatively, retaining an in-depth focus on research and
writing cannot come without answering another set of equally hard
questions:
" Can research and writing be taught without a realistic
context in which students can see how these skills are
applied?
" If there is no upper level skills requirement, should
the first year be made as comprehensive as possible to
provide at least an introduction to a broad range of
issues?
" Are research and writing more likely to capture the
sustained interest and attention of students if they are
80. See Stephen R. Ripps, A Curriculum Course Designed for Lowering the Attrition
Rate for the Disadvantaged Law Student, 29 How. L.J. 457 (1986) (discussing special
educational program for disadvantaged law students, including training in basic skills).
81. See Joseph P. Tomain & Michael E. Solimine, Skills Skepticism in the Postclinic
World, 40 J. LEGAL EDUC. 307 (1990) (describing general relationship of legal skills training
to clinical legal education).
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taught in conjunction with other skills that are more
"inherently interesting"?
If the first year skills curriculum is limited to a
research and writing focus, is there a way of guaran-
teeing - perhaps through upper level skills require-
ments - that graduating students are at least exposed
to a broad range of practical skills before entering the
workplace?8 2  Will the good researchers and writers
be the only ones opting for upper level electives8"
and writing opportunities?'"
Until the law school makes a decision about which philosophy
will govern its first year course, it will be impossible to answer any
of these questions or work out the details of a coherent program
that will achieve either goal well.85
82. This upper level requirement may be most effective, for example, if it requires
students to take a clinical course. See generally Anthony Amsterdam, Clinical Legal
Education - A 21st-Century Perspective, 34 J. LEGAL EDUc. 612 (1984) (discussing role of
clinical education in law school programs); David Barnhizer, The Clinical Method of Legal
Instruction: Its Theory and Implementation, 30 J. LEGAL EDUc. 67 (1979); Robert J. Condlin,
Clinical Education in the Seventies: An Appraisal of the Decade, 33 J. LEGAL EDUC. 604
(1983); Robert L. Doyel, The Clinical Lawyer School: Has Jerome Frank Prevailed?, 18 NEW
ENG. L. REV. 577 (1983); Frank, supra note 1; George K. Gardner, Why Not a Clinical-
Lawyer School? - Some Reflections, 82 U. PA. L. REV. 785 (1934); Arthur B. LaFrance,
Clinical Education and the Year 2010, 37 J. LEGAL EDUc. 352 (1987); Carrie Menkel-
Meadow, The Legacy of Clinical Education: Theories About Lawyering, 29 CLEV. ST. L. REV.
555 (1980); Smith, supra note 4; Symposium, Clinical Legal Education and the Legal
Profession, 29 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 345 (1980).
83. There is some reason to believe, however, that either a competitive job market,
advice from practitioners, or wise practicality will lead even weak researchers and writers to
opt for advanced skills electives, even at the "risk" of hard work or poor grades. See, e.g.,
Robin K. Mills, Legal Research Instruction After the First Year of Law School, 76 LAW LIBR.
J. 603, 604 (1983) ("Student demand will nearly always take care of itself. Law students are
very pragmatic, recognize their own legal research weaknesses, and will be grateful that the
opportunity to improve their skills is offered them.")
84. Such "opportunities" include, most obviously, the law review experience. For
understandable reasons, such writing and editing practice will hone those skills. For equally
understandable reasons, however, it is generally only the skilled writers who get that
opportunity. Creating quality writing opportunities for all students remains a serious
challenge.
85. For a pessimistic view that neither goal may be entirely realistic, see Steven Stark,
Why Judges Have Nothing To Tell Lawyers About Writing, 1 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRrTrING
25 (1990) ("Lawyers have always written badly and no doubt always will."). Professor Stark
blames this poor writing on the law school's traditional emphasis on reading case decisions
that are often poorly written by judges. See also Laycock, supra note 79.
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A. Pursuing a Research and Writing Based Program
Many first year skills programs began as programs focusing
primarily on research and writing. While a "new and improved"
curriculum is always appealing, a research and writing based plan
has a great deal to offer. Schools that adopt this approach should
do so not merely because it is traditional. There are sound reasons
to structure a modern curriculum almost exclusively around these
two skills.
First and foremost, research and writing - along With analy-
sis86 - have been repeatedly identified as the two most basic skills
needed by competent attorneys.87 They are at the heart of what
attorneys do in practice. 8 Devoting the first year skills course to
development of these areas may be necessary in light of their
importance. In a course frequently lacking sufficient classroom
hours, it is logical to spend that time on the most important skills,
rather than diverting it to other less fundamental pursuits.89
86. For fuller discussions of legal analysis and "thinking like a lawyer," see Bergman,
supra note 35; Peter W. Cross, On Law School Training in Analytic Skill, 25 J. LEGAL EDUC.
261 (1973); Jack L. Landau, Logic for Lawyers, 13 PAC. L.J. 59 (1981); Sallyanne Payton, Is
Thinking Like a Lawyer Enough?, 18 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 233 (1985); Saunders & Levine,
supra note 35; Nancy L. Schultz, How Do Lawyers Really Think?, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 57
(1992); Wangerin, supra note 35.
87. See Brody, supra note 5, at 22 ("There is widespread agreement, it seems, that
effective oral and written communication are the two most important skills for lawyers.");
Campbell, supra note 9, at 654 n.3 (noting that "a survey by one legal writing teacher found
that many lawyers spend over fifty percent of their time writing") (citing 1 THERESA
GODWIN PHELPS, PROBLEMS AND CASES FOR LEGAL WRITING 2 (2d rev. ed 1990)); Ken
Myers, Professors Say Legal Writing Is More Than Just Another Skill, NAT'L L.J., Aug. 15,
1994, at A16; Gary Spencer, New State Bar President Sees Better Communication as Key,
N.Y. L.J., June 24,1994, at 1. But see FRANCES KA1-N ZEMANS & VICTOR G. ROSENBLUM,
THE MAKING OF A PUBLIC PROFESSION 200 (1981) (general communication skills a key to
a successful legal career).
88. See Boyer, supra note 7, at 24 ("Grades in substantive courses help students obtain
starting positions, but it is research and writing skills which make careers.").
89. Interestingly, most textbooks designed for use in the first year skills course tend to
devote substantially all of their attention to the basic skills of research and writing, rather
than to a broader base of skills. Some of these books do deal with the issue of oral
arguments, a valuable consideration given the role of moot court in most first year legal skills
courses. See supra note 35. Beyond that, however, the texts are designed for a traditional
course. See, e.g., GERTRUDE BLOCK, EFFECTIVE LEGAL WRITING: A STYLE BOOK FOR
LAW STUDENTS AND LAWYERS (4th ed. 1992); CHARLES R. CALLEROS, LEGAL METHOD
AND WRITING (1994); VEDA R. CHARROW & MYRA K. ERHARDT, CLEAR AND EFFECTIVE
LEGAL WRITING (1986); JOHN C. DERNBACH ET AL., A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO LEGAL
WRITING AND LEGAL METHOD (2d ed. 1994); ALAN L. DWORSKY, THE LITTLE BOOK ON
LEGAL WRITING (2d ed. 1992); MARTHA FAULK & IRVING M. MEHLER, THE ELEMENTS
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In addition, teaching basic writing and research will take more
time each year. Much has been said about the declining written
communication abilities of today's law students, as students spend
less and less time learning basic writing in their pre-law school
education. 9 If students arrive at law school with less developed
OF LEGAL WRITING (1994); RICHARD K. NEUMANN, JR., LEGAL REASONING AND LEGAL
WRITING: STRUCTURE, STRATEGY AND STYLE (2d ed. 1994); LAUREL CURRIE OATES ET
AL., THE LEGAL WRITING HANDBOOK (1993); DIANA V. PRATT, LEGAL WRITING: A
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH (2d ed. 1993); MARJORIE DICK ROMBAUER, LEGAL PROBLEM
SOLVING: ANALYSIS, RESEARCH AND WRITING (5th ed. 1991); NANCY L. SCHULTZ ET AL.,
INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL WRITING AND ORAL ADVOCACY (2d ed. 1993); HELENE S.
SHAPO ET AL., WRITING AND ANALYSIS IN THE LAW (2d ed. 1991); WILLIAM P. STATSKY
& R. JOHN WERNET, JR., CASE ANALYSIS AND FUNDAMENTALS OF LEGAL WRITING (3d
ed. 1989); LARRY L. TELPY, LEGAL WRITING, ANALYSIS AND ORAL ARGUMENT (1990);
KRISTIN R. WOOLEVER, UNTANGLING THE LAW: STRATEGIES FOR LEGAL WRITERS (1987);
RICHARD WYDICK, PLAIN ENGLISH FOR LAWYERS (3d ed. 1994).
Legal writing texts are discussed more fully in Neal Feigenson, Legal Writing Texts
Today, 41 J. LEGAL EDUC. 503 (1991); Mary S. Lawrence et al., A Review from Three
Perspectives, 55 BROOK. L. REV. 1301 (1990) (book review); James Lindgren, Style Matters:
A Review Essay on Legal Writing, 92 YALE L.J. 161 (1982).
90. See, e.g., Donald J. Dunn, Why Legal Research Skills Declined, or When Two Rights
Make a Wrong, 85 LAW LIBR. J. 49, 55 (1993) ("Law school faculties were increasingly
encountering deficiencies in the writing skills of new law students, while at the same time
colleges were complaining of the poor preparation of the high school graduates entering
college. By the time this double level of poor training had reached the law schools, it had
exacerbated to the point that it was intolerable."); George D. Gopen, A Composition Course
for Pre-Law Students, 29 J. LEGAL EDUC. 222, 222 (1978) (Legal educators "complained
bitterly of the low quality of writing among law students, and some suggested that the
problem has been increasing in recent years."); Gopen, supra note 79, at 191 ("The writing
proficiency of first-year [law] students has declined shockingly in recent years."); Helen
Leskovac, Legal Writing and Plain English: Does Voice Matter?, 38 SYRACUSE L. REV. 1193,
1193-94 (1987) (reporting argument of Professor Richard Hyland that "today lawyers do not
write well in any style ... because they do not think well, having no training in rigorous,
disciplined thinking since the demise of formalism and required courses in classical
languages"); Failing Grade, WASH. TIMES, Sept. 18, 1995, at A2; Student Writers Falter at
Making Their Point: U.S. Testing Finds Widespread Deficiencies, WASH. POST, June 8, 1994,
at A3 ("[T]he Education Department said yesterday that its testing of 30,000 fourth-, eighth-
and 12th-graders found writing deficiencies at all three levels - and in particular in the
ability to write persuasively.").
The adequacy of the preparation students receive to attend law school has been a
matter of concern for some time. See generally Botein, supra note 77, at 185; George D.
Gopen, The State of Legal Writing: Res Ipsa Loquitur, 86 MICH. L. REV. 333, 354 (1987);
Karl N. Llewellyn, On What Is Wrong with So-Called Legal Education, 35 COLUM. L. REV.
651, 659 (1935); Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 41; Shapo, supra note 3; Arthur T.
Vanderbilt, A Report on Prelegal Education, 25 N.Y.U. L. REV. 199 (1950).
Some commentators attribute this decline in writing ability to cultural changes that
make modern society less likely to value written communication. See Meyer, supra note 79,
at 782 ("We are all affected by the seismic shift of popular culture from a print-based culture
to a post literate, technology based, oral and visual story culture. We process information
almost exclusively via imaginistic narratives. Attention spans are compressed. Intellectual
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writing skills than they had in the past,9t teaching them legal
writing will necessarily require more time and effort.92 By defini-
tion, this will reduce the amount of time available to train those
students in other skills.93
activity is conflated with entertainment."); see also Gopen, supra note 79, at 191 ("Look
around carefully and you will realize how severely the technology of the 20th century has
reduced our need to write clearly. We satisfy most of our daily and long-term needs without
ever writing a word.").
91. In all fairness to today's law students, it is not only in recent years that commenta-
tors have faulted pre-legal education for the poor preparation of students' written
communication skills. See Teaching of Legal Writing and Legal Research - A Panel, 52
LAW LIBR. J. 350, 359 (1959) (remarks of Prof. Albert P. Blaustein) ("We know that
students can't read and write when they enter law school, and they can't read and write when
they leave law school. This is not wholly a problem of legal education. To find the cause,
we have to go back to the colleges and perhaps even back to infancy."); see also supra note
90.
92. Beyond the scope of this Article is the significant question of remedial writing
programs in the law schools.
93. Unfortunately, underdeveloped writing ability is not a problem confined to law
students. For discussions of this problem in other fields, see The Coming Revolution in
Graduate Writing Programs, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC., Aug. 29, 1984, at 80; Medical Schools
Urged To Stress Critical Thought, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC., Sept. 26, 1984, at 1.
Another issue to be considered when evaluating the amount of time necessary to teach
writing should be whether the law school serves students for whom English is a second
language.
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Research skills94 also take an increasing amount of time to
teach, and have become the target of very pointed criticism. 95 No
longer can research be taught by acquainting students with the
major reference books, case reporters, statutory compilations,
LEXIS, and Westlaw.96  NOW, as the number of books grows,97
the number of reported cases continues to escalate,98 statutes
94. Many of the issues dealing specifically with the pedagogy of legal research
instruction are beyond the scope of this Article. There is, however, a great deal of literature
discussing many of these practical issues. For general discussions of the teaching of legal
research, see Robert C. Berring & Kathleen Vanden Heuvel, Legal Research" Should
Students Learn It or Wing It?, 81 LAW LBR. J. 431 (1989); Christine A. Brock, Law Libraries
and Librarians: A Revisionist History; or More Than You Ever Wanted To Know, 67 LAW
LIaR. J. 325 (1974); Eileen B. Cohen, Teaching Legal Research to a Diverse Student Body,
85 LAW LIAR. J. 583 (1993); Richard A. Danner, Who We Are and What We Do, 80 LAW
LIAR. J. 1 (1988); Mary S. Foote, The Need for College Instruction in the Use of Law Books,
10 LAW LIAR. J. 25 (1917); Frederick C. Hicks, The Teaching of Legal Bibliography, 11 LAW
LIAR. J. 1 (1918); James Huffmann, Is the Law Graduate Prepared To Do Research, 26 J.
LEGAL EDUC. 520 (1974); Joyce Manna Janto & Lucinda D. Harrison-Cox, Teaching Legal
Research: Past and Present, 84 LAW LIBR. J. 281 (1992); Julius J. Marke, Teaching the
Process, N.Y. L.J., Mar. 16, 1993, at 4; Mills, supra note 54; Paul Richert, Oral Competence
Testing in Legal Research Techniques, 77 LAW LIBR. J. 731 (1984-1985); Sandra Sadow &
Benjamin R. Beede, Library Instruction in American Law Schools, 68 LAW LIAR. J. 27
(1975); Shapo, supra note 3; Silecchia, supra note 79; Harold Washington & Glenda L.
Partee, An Instructional Systems Development Application to a Course in Basic Legal
Research, 31 HOW. L.J. 67 (1988); Thomas A. Woxland, Why Can't Johnny Research? or It
All Started with Christopher Columbus Langdell, 81 LAW LIAR. J. 451 (1989); Wren & Wren,
supra note 5; Christopher G. Wren & Jill Robinson Wren, Reviving Legal Research: A Reply
to Berring and Vanden Heuvel, 82 LAW LIAR. J. 463 (1990).
95. See Dunn, supra note 90; Joan S. Howland & Nancy J. Lewis, The Effectiveness of
Law School Legal Research Training Programs, 40 J. LEGAL EDUC. 381 (1990); Robin K.
Mills, Legal Research Instruction After the First Year of Law School, 76 LAW LIAR. J. 603
(1983); Woxland, supra note 94, at 451; Virginia Cope, Can Students Find the Law? Scholars
Say "No", TRIAL, Jan. 1990, at 21.
96. See Robert C. Berring, Collapse of the Structure of the Legal Research Universe: The
Imperative of Digital Information, 69 WASH. L. REV. 9 (1994); Matthew F. Dee & Ruth M.
Kessler, The Impact of Computerized Methods on Legal Research Courses: A Survey of
LEXIS Experience and Some Probable Effects of Westlaw, 69 LAW LIBR. J. 166 (1976).
97. See Berring, supra note 96, at 27 ("Legal information is out of control."); William
G. Harrington, A Brief History of Computer-Assisted Legal Research, 77 LAW LIBR. J. 543,
544 (1984-1985) ("By the early 1960s, there was much talk in the legal profession about the
geometric rate of increase in the amount of material a lawyer had to scan to do a
comprehensive job of legal research. Simply said, there was more law."). It has not only
been modem attorneys who have wrung their hands over "information overload." See J.L.
High, What Shall Be Done with the Reports?, 16 AM. L. REV. 429 (1882), cited in Berring,
supra note 96, at 20 n.21.
98. See Dunn supra note 90, at 59 n.43 ("To produce the lower federal court cases
"selectively" reported during 1991, the Federal Supplement and Federal Reporter combined
required 63 volumes and approximately 100,000 pages. In 1991, the 251 issues of the Federal
Register contained 67,715 pages."); Betting, supra note 96, at 27 ("It is estimated by West
that 60,000 cases entered into its printed reporter systems [in 1992]. Perhaps another 40,000
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become ever more important,99 knowledge of non-law related
information becomes more essential,I°° CALR systems become
more comprehensivetot and diverse," CD-ROM products be-
appeared exclusively in an electronic format.").
99. The teaching of statutory research is particularly problematic, because statutory law,
by and large, is ignored in the case-centered, common law-oriented legal education most
American law students now receive. See Robert F. Williams, Statutory Law in Legal
Education: Still Second Class After All These Years, 35 MERCER L. REV. 803 (1984)
(describing general lack of attention paid to statutes in legal education). Although it often
plays second fiddle to caselaw, "[sitatutory law has replaced common law as the most
important source of law and legal tool in America." Id. at 804; see also GUIDO CALABRESI,
A COMMON LAW FOR THE AGE OF STATUTES (1982) (discussing general rise in importance
of statutes to American law in modem age); Berring, supra note 96, at 29 ("[A]s the coin of
judicial precedent has been debased by overpublication, the use of non-judicial sources has
increased. Legislation is now at the center of the research endeavor, and it shares center
stage with administrative materials."); Steven D. Pepe, Clinical Legal Education: Is Taking
Rites Seriously a Fantasy, Folly, or Failure?, 18 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 307, 315 (1985) ("With
statutes outdistancing case law in doctrinal expansion, the case method has yielded to the
problem method for teaching many statutory subjects.").
100. See Judith Wegner, The Changing Course of Study: Sesquicentennial Reflections, 73
N.C. L. REV. 725, 744 (1995) ("As specialization has increased, lawyers find it more and
more necessary to negotiate boundaries between legal and non-legal cultures. Lawyers
increasingly need to understand the details of financial dealings, welfare bureaucracies,
medical procedures, and environmental regulation in order to afford clients competent
representation.").
101. See Dunn, supra note 90, at 58-61 (discussing the explosion in CALR resources and
its impact on law school research training programs); see also Robert C. Berring, Full-Text
Databases and Legal Research: Backing into the Future, 1 HIGH TECH. L.J. 27 (1986); Anna
M. Cherry, A Measure of CALR Use by First Year Law Students Following Mandatory
Training, 83 LAW LIBR. J. 73 (1991); Steven Alan Childress, Warning Labelfor LEXIS: The
Hazards of Computer-Assisted Research to the Legal Profession, 13 LINCOLN L. REV. 91
(1982); John D. Edwards, LEXIS and Westlaw Instruction in the Law School: University of
Oklahoma, 76 LAW LIAR. J. 605 (1983); John D. Edwards, LEXIS and Westlaw Training
Centers: Law School Opportunities, 80 LAW LIBR. J. 459 (1988); Andrew N. Farley, Beyond
Traditional Sources of Legal Research, PRACTICAL LAW., June 1, 1985, at 37; Dan J.
Freehling, Problems and Solutions in Teaching Computer-Assisted Legal Research,
INTEGRATED LEG. RES., Winter/Spring 1989, at 9; William G. Harrington, A Brief History
of Computer-Assisted Legal Research, 77 LAW LIBR. J. 543 (1984); Margaret Maher Krause,
Look Beyond LEXIS and Westlaw: Other Computer Applications in the Practice of Law, 85
LAW LIAR. J. 575 (1993); Roben Laurence, Introducing Students to LEXIS: A Model of Self-
Teaching Exercise, 71 LAW LIAR. J. 467 (1978); Roy M. Mersky & John E. Christensen,
Computer-Assisted Legal Research Instruction in Texas Law Schools, 73 LAW LIBR. J. 79
(1980); Robert J. Munro et al., LEXIS vs. Westlaw: An Analysis of Automated Education,
71 LAW LIAR. J. 471 (1978); Walter, supra note 35; Kenneth A. Zick, Developing and
Implementing a Law School Westlaw Orientation Program, 72 LAW LIBR. J. 260 (1979).
102. Although most students and attorneys still associate "CALR" exclusively with
LEXIS and Westlaw, this is not accurate:
In the practice of law, attorneys often find that their information needs
exceed what LEXIS and WESTLAW have to offer, and that they must rely on
material available through other commercial database sources.... Depending on
the size of the law firm or corporate legal department, attorneys may have in-
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come more widespread, and the Internet grows ever more ubiqui-
tous,t03 the amount of time spent teaching research must increase
rather than decrease."° If it takes more time to teach the basics
of research and writing, any additional time that schools can devote
to such programs should, perhaps, be devoted entirely to ensuring
that research and writing are given the growing attention that they
need.105
house access to the nonlegal interdisciplinary databases of Dialog, Information
America, Prentice Hall Online, Legis-Slate, and numerous other databases.
Krause, supra note 101, at 578.
LEXIS and Westlaw are distinct from other services in that these two CALR systems
were designed for use by attorneys directly rather than by specialized librarians. "CALR
systems are designed to be used directly by a lawyer - the person who will use the
information retrieved - not by an intermediary computer research specialist. This sets
CALR apart from other computer-based research systems." Cherry, supra note 101, at 74.
Training students in these two major systems is a logical priority.
103. In 1995, Perspectives, a magazine for legal research and writing professionals, asked
its readers, "Should using the Internet to locate and acquire legal and nonlegal resources be
taught in legal research courses? What have you done, if anything, to incorporate the
Internet into your teaching?" Our Question - Your Answers, 4 PERSP. 59, 59 (1996). The
responses reflected a broad range of views about teaching the Internet in a basic research
and writing course. Of the eleven law school professors and librarians responding, five
favored teaching the Internet in the first year, two opposed it, three advocated saving the
Internet for an advanced legal research course, and several seemed truly ambivalent. Id. at
59-61; see also Ethan Katsh, Law in a Digital World: Computer Networks and Cyberspace,
38 VILL. L. REV. 403 (1993); Erik J. Heels, Why Lawyers Should Get on the Internet:
Research on - and Legal Issues Raised by - the Internet, LAW PRACICE MGMT., Nov./Dec.
1994, at 24 (discussing new role of Internet in law practice).
104. The increased scope of "basic" legal research is well described in S. Blair Kauffman,
Advanced Legal Research Courses: A New Trend in American Legal Education, 6 LEGAL
REF. SERVICES Q. 123,124 (1986). Even ten years ago, Professor Kaufmann recognized that
the scope of "basic" legal research requires more time and attention. Indeed, in 1969,
Professor Morris L. Cohen commented, "There is no doubt that the rapidly accelerating
volume of case reports and statutes requires search books and finding tools of greater
complexity." Cohen, supra note 14, at 185; see also id. at 187 ("Most of us are by now
familiar with the statistical horror stories of how the contents of law libraries are overflowing
both their shelves and the capacity of our retrieval tools."); Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note
35, at 37 ("The demands of modem legal practice are increasing. Today's lawyers must
incorporate new technology, create more versatile research strategies, and produce better
products - faster.").
105. Beyond the scope of this Article is the trend at some schools to integrate the
research and writing program with other first year "doctrinal" courses, based partly on the
theory that skills are best taught in a substantive context, and partly on the theory that there
is "a false dichotomy between analytical and practical skills.... [W]e cannot teach doctrine
without also teaching application." Saunders & Levine, supra note 35, at 126. In these
schools, not only does research and writing training include other skills, but often it may
involve other doctrinal areas as well. The notion that the legal skills course is easily
integrated with the other first year courses is not, however, universally accepted. See Boyer,
supra note 7, at 30 ("One shortcoming, however, is that linking writing assignments to a
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It can also be argued, quite persuasively, that research and
writing are the two basic "foundational skills" upon which a great
deal of a student's subsequent law school success depends' t 6  If
this is true, it follows that these skills should be the focus of the
student's early education, rather than those skills that - while
important - may be more tangentially linked to the student's
future success.1" For example, sound writing ability is needed to
do well on law school examinations, in law review competitions,
and in applications for summer jobs. Likewise, research ability is
necessary for handling term papers, clinic or externship projects,
moot court briefs, and seminar projects. This is not to say that the
full range of skills will not help first years become well-rounded
students and - more importantly - competent practitioners.
Research and writing, however, are the sine quo non without which
a student is unlikely to achieve success in law school."8 Students
should be taught the necessary skills chronologically, devoting the
first year to these basic skills and leaving the fuller range of skills
to later years.
The substantial devotion of the first year to research and
writing also poses the classic advantages of pursuing "depth" rather
particular substantive course may unduly restrict the focus of the assignments.").
106. See, e.g., Brody, supra note 5, at 22 ("Oral and written communication have been
identified as the two most important skills, perhaps because, by definition, they are the
vehicles through which all the other fundamental skills are expressed."); see also William B.
Powers, Panel Discusses the Benefits of Clear Writing, SYLLABUS, Fall 1995, at 11.
107. See, e.g., Meyer, supra note 79, at 777 ("[T]he development of process-based
"analytical" skills (e.g., case analysis, synthesis, and analogization), organizational skills,
memorization skills. . . , and written communication skills are crucial to law school success
and provide the infrastructure for all other lawyering activities.").
108. It has been suggested, with some accuracy, that a student's basic skills in these areas
play little role in the law school admissions process:
[T]he process of screening ... does not take into account any of the fine
character traits which lawyers so proudly associate with their profession. Traits
such as honesty, diligence, and concern for public interest are not taken into
consideration unless the applicant falls within the gray area. Nor does the
admission process take into account important skills for lawyers - speaking skills,
writing skills, and interpersonal skills.
D'Alemberte, supra note 1, at 10. Of course, these "skills" may be considered indirectly
since they may contribute to the student's undergraduate G.P.A. or other more "objective"
admissions factors. Nevertheless, because these basic skills are not tested prior to admission,
it seems even more essential to focus on them early in law school. For further discussion of
the difficulty inherent in testing basic writing ability as part of the formal law school
admissions process, see Bridge, supra note 79, at 418.
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than "breadth" in law school curricula.1" While both approaches
have their advantages, the pursuit of breadth (in this case, the
introduction of a full range of skills) may well involve a sacrifice in
depth of research and writing skills.n ° Abandoning a focus on
research and writing may mean that instructors will give students
only a cursory introduction to a smattering of skills. In contrast, a
research and writing based program will allow them to offer
"rewrite" assignments,"' conferences to critique student writing,
class time for research drills, workshops on research designs, on-line
research laboratories, and student self-critique or peer critique of
writing. This latter approach will leave first year students with a
solid background in research and writing, along with a strong
recommendation (or mandate) to pursue other skills in later years,
109. See Barbara J Cox & Mary Barnard Ray, Getting Dorothy out of Kansas: The
Importance of an Advanced Component to Legal Writing Programs, 40 J. LEGAL EDUC. 351,
354 (1990) ("Legal writing, however, does offer challenges, subtleties, and evolution
comparable to other areas of legal study. It draws from many disciplines. It presents ethical
questions. It offers intricate matrices of interrelated objectives. Thus, it is inaccurate to
characterize legal writing as an unfortunate necessity or a rudimentary skill. To settle for
a view that never rises beyond the good to the excellent is to settle for much less than can
be attained.").
Legal research is a more complex enterprise than a cursory examination would lead
one to believe. For example, the process of creating a research design, winnowing out the
relevant from the irrelevant, and learning how to use non-legal resources effectively are skills
that can be addressed only in a research course with depth.
In addition, the legal writing course provides students with their first opportunity to
"explore the differences between legal discourse and those studied in undergraduate courses
by examining rhetorical contexts." Ramsfield & Rideout, supra note 65, at 163.
110. There is some perception that skills programs are already too broad, even in their
traditional "research and writing" form:
The striking thing about these [first year research and writing] programs is how
much they are trying to accomplish in a very little bit of time. Not only are they
attempting to provide the students with background in legal analysis, research
techniques, citation form, and the skills of legal writing, but they are also intended
to function as a general introduction to the study of law and serve as an aid to the
law school socialization process.
Mills, supra note 54, at 345.
111. For a discussion of the benefits of using multiple drafts of writing projects, see
Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 72. As Professors Rideout and Ramsfield explain,
through the use of multiple draft assignments, "students not only have an opportunity to use
earlier drafts as the basis for thinking through their analysis, but also so that they can benefit
from 'mid-stream' advice, either from teachers or from peers working collaboratively." Id.;
see also Lynn B. Squires, A Writing Specialist in the Legal Research and Writing Curriculum,
44 ALB. L. REV. 412, 418 (1980) ("[R]evision should be a formal part of the first-year
curriculum in a legal research and writing course. At least one piece of writing should be
completely revised as a standard assignment for each student.").
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rather than a frustrating "show and tell" introduction to a broad
range of skills."2
On a related pedagogical point, some skills may be more
difficult to offer in the first year because students lack the back-
ground or experience to appreciate them at that early stage in their
careers.1 13  For example, without completing a course in civil
procedure, students may be poorly equipped to appreciate some of
the intricacies of drafting pleadings; likewise contract drafting is
best taught after students have completed their doctrinal course in
contracts. Even if limited time were not an issue, it may be unwise
to include certain topics in the first year curriculum. 4 If basic
knowledge of a substantive area will increase the benefits that
students will derive from specific skills assignments, it may be wise
to delay such assignments and training until students are able to get
a greater benefit from them.1 5
112. Professor Dunn argues that one cause of the decline in legal research skills has been
the increased attention being paid to legal writing in first year skills courses. Dunn, supra
note 90, at 53-58. While he does not fault the new recognition of writing's importance, Dunn
argues quite persuasively that this new focus results in short shrift for research training. If
it is already difficult for research and writing to coexist, this tension can only be compounded
if a panoply of additional skills are added to the mix. See also id. at 62-63; Sadow & Beede,
supra note 94, at 29; Shapo, supra note 3, at 720.
113. Some literature suggests that there are certain legal skills that are ill suited to being
taught in law school at all and are better acquired in practice. See E. Gordon Gee & Donald
W. Jackson, Current Studies of Legal Education: Findings and Recommendations, 32 J.
LEGAL EDuC. 471, 482 (1982). Professors Gee and Jackson describe a 1981 survey of
Chicago attorneys conducted by Frances K. Zemens and Victor G. Rosenblum. According
to that survey:
When questioned about the contribution that law schools might be able to make
to practical skill acquisition, the Chicago attorneys thought several of the
interpersonal skills could not be taught successfully in law school. Instilling others'
confidence in you is an example of one of these. Certain skills which were given
little attention in law school were, however, perceived as capable of being
effectively taught in law school. These skills included fact gathering, effective oral
expression, drafting legal documents, and, to a lesser degree, understanding the
viewpoints of others, letter writing, interviewing, opinion writing, and accounting
skills.
Id.
114. Unfortunately, it may be that the first year is too early for students to have a full
appreciation for any of their skills training. This is evidenced by the unfortunate reality that
many students do not fully appreciate their first year skills course, in any form, until their
summer jobs, clinics, or externship experiences demonstrate to them how important skills
truly are. See Berring & Vanden Heuvel, supra note 94, at 442 ("Most second-year students
have worked in some law related job during the summer between first and second year; their
discomfort at being unable to perform legal research at their jobs is fresh in their minds.").
115. Of course, the practical problem with this theory is that at many schools no writing
course is required beyond the first year. Unfortunately, then, at the point when students
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In planning for the first year, thought should also be given to
the types of summer jobs students will pursue. To some extent, the
first year program is rationally designed to include a focus on those
skills most necessary for success in the first summer job. The
"typical" work experience of a law student after the first year will
generally involve more research and writing than other skills such
as oral argument, client interviewing, deposition review, or
discovery.'16 Arguably, then, the limited amount of time that is
available for skills training in the first year should be spent on
those skills that have immediate practical advantages for stu-
dents." 7 This is particularly true in an increasingly competitive
job market in which the importance of making a good impression
at one's summer job cannot be underestimated.1 1 8
Much has also been said about the increasing, and potentially
dangerous, level of stress among first year law students."9 This
may be best able to benefit from particular research and writing assignments, there is no
course requiring them to do so.
116. See Wren & Wren, supra note 5, at 484-85 ("At the end of the first year of law
school, most students who clerk will find themselves in small law offices or overburdened
government agencies that have few or no resources to help summer clerks compensate for
the consequences of their ignorance of legal research techniques. These offices are unlikely
to offer formal (or even informal) in-house legal research training, and if they employ law
librarians, these individuals are unlikely to have the time to help students learn legal research
if the law schools have failed to teach this skill.").
117. The need for law schools to focus on training students for success at their earliest
jobs is exacerbated by the fact that legal employers may be devoting less time to their
training responsibilities. See Laser, supra note 5, at 269 ("Too many settings in which young
lawyers have been employed are 'apprenticeships' in name only. In fact, the young
associate's supervisor has provided little or no supervision and the young lawyer essentially
has learned the art of lawyering on her own."); Ramsfield, supra note 36, at 136 n.76 ("On-
the-job training in firms, with its inherent potential for penalty, may not be the most effective
method for training lawyers to think and communicate well: too little, too late."); Solomon,
supra note 1, at 17 ("[I]t would be unlikely for law firms to view the early years of
employment as an informal apprenticeship period."); see also Costonis, supra note 5, at 61
("The Task Force is troubled that young attorneys may achieve eventual competence at the
expense of their initial clients injuring the latter, themselves, and the profession."); A.
Kenneth Pye, Legal Education in an Era of Change: The Challenge, 1987 DUKE LJ. 191,197
("[A]n increasing number of students who graduate from less prestigious schools may be
practicing in environments devoid of such supervision. In such a context, the practice of law
acquires a new meaning.").
118. See Dunn, supra note 90, at 51 ("Law students, summer clerks, and new associates
are afraid of being ill prepared for the workplace, not because of poor analytical skills, but
because they do not know how to use the primary and secondary authorities that will put
that analysis to its best use. They are afraid that they lack a critical lawyering skill, and their
fears are legitimate.").
119. See generally Phyllis W. Beck & David Bums, Anxiety and Depression in Law
Students: Cognitive Intervention, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC. 270 (1979); G. Andrew H. Benjamin
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is attributable to many causes - including many entirely unrelated
to the law school curriculum."2° It may be wise to consider that
a program that tries to accomplish more than is realistically
possible in the time given may become counterproductive if it
increases the level of student stress without a corresponding
benefit.
Finally, unlike other skills, research and writing skills are the
ones that legal employers expect students to bring to their jobs
when they graduate from law school. Other skills are expected to
be taught on-the-job."' To the extent that the practicing bar
expects to teach skills other than research and writing, perhaps law
schools should focus their time and attention on those skills that
the profession assumes newly-minted lawyers will possess upon
graduation.' 22
et al., The Role of Legal Education in Producing Psychological Distress Among Law Students
and Lawyers, 1986 AM. B. FOUND. RES. J. 225; B.A. Glesner, Fear and Loathing in the Law
Schools, 23 CoNN. L. REV. 627 (1991); Michael J. Patton, The Student, the Situation, and
Performance During the First Year of Law School, 21 J. LEGAL EDUC. 9 (1968); Thomas L.
Shaffer & Robert S. Redmount, Legal Education: The Classroom Experience, 52 NOTRE
DAME L. REV. 190 (1976); James B. Taylor, Law School Stress and the "Deformation
Professionelle," 27 J. LEGAL EDUC. 251 (1975); Andrew S. Watson, The Quest for
Professional Competence: Psychological Aspects of Legal Education, 37 U. CIN. L. REV. 93
(1968); Lawrence Silver, Comment, Anxiety and the First Semester of Law School, 1968 Wis.
L. REV. 1201; see also Leon E. Trakman, Law Student Teachers: An Untapped Resource, 30
J. LEGAL EDUC. 331, 332 (1979) ("Acute psychological stresses and strains have arisen in
response to the inability of the first year law student to relate to the law school system.").
120. These concerns include, but are not limited to, the sharply escalating cost of legal
education, the increasing debt load carried by typical law students, a tighter job market for
entry level attorneys, and an increasing cynicism about the legal profession.
121. But see Baird, supra note 2, at 293. Baird identifies six skills "described as
important" by practitioners: "counseling clients," "interviewing clients," "directing the work
of others," "organizing the flow of work," "interviewing witnesses," and "negotiating." Baird
suggests that it is further training in these general communication skills that practitioners
would like law schools to provide.
122. One question not discussed in this Article, but still worthy of consideration, is the
extent to which the practicing bar should be a partner with the law school in conducting legal
skills training. See Terrell, supra note 2, at 499 ("The practicing bar needs to reconsider its
role in the process of legal professional development, recognizing that the schools do not
necessarily provide the best models for meeting the bar's obligations."). To the extent that
the relationship between the bench, bar and academia changes, there may be an effect on
the nature of skills training to be provided by law schools. As discussed in notes 116-17,
supra, however, the modern legal workplace has not become a reliable place for new lawyers
to hone their skills.
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B. Pursuing a "Skills-Based" Program
Notwithstanding the obvious benefits of a first year program
that centers primarily on research and writing, a great deal may be
said for a first year course that is "skills-based" - that is, one that
teaches research and writing as part of a curriculum that exposes
students to a broad range of legal skills. Such a program might
include oral advocacy, fact investigation, client interviewing and
counseling, legal drafting, law office management, professional
responsibility, alternative dispute resolution, and trial skills.'13
The primary advantage of such an approach is that it provides
students with contextual learning. The broader the base of skills,
the clearer it will be to students that a well-rounded practitioner
possesses a range of skills, and that these skills are interrelated. A
broad-based first year skills course could be structured around a
hypothetical case, beginning with a simulation of the initial client
interview, and then moving into discussions of the business
practicalities of finding and maintaining a clientele, potential ethical
issues raised by the client's problem, and possible responses to the
client's questions. Students could then evaluate the alternatives
and begin the work of representing the client, writing client letters,
researching office memoranda, drafting and arguing motions, and
re-researching and re-writing documents as the case unfolds. In
such a course, the research and writing process has much greater
context because students see - in very practical terms - the ways
123. Two of the most ambitious "skills-based" programs are the legal skills programs in
place at New York University Law School and the City University of New York Law School.
The City University of New York Program is described in Charles R. Halpern, A New
Direction in Legal Education: The CUNY Law School at Queens College, 10 NOVA L. REV.
549 (1986). The New York University Program is described in Meyer, supra note 79, at 793-
96. See also Anthony G. Amsterdam, Clinical Legal Education - A 21st Century
Perspective, 34 J. LEGAL EDuc. 612 (1984). Students in the NYU program go through
a simulated, clinically based course which integrates various skill topics, including
research and writing skills . . . . The students cope with the problems of clients
who have not entered the litigious world portrayed in traditional appellate-
oriented courses. Using role-playing, videotaped clinical simulations and factually
complex problems set in a pre-trial timeframe, the NYU course emphasizes
negotiation, interpersonal relationships and alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms.
Solomon, supra note 1, at 22. Professor Solomon's article also describes the comprehensive
skills-based program at the College of William and Mary, Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
Id. at 23-27; see also James E. Moliterno, The Legal Skills Program at the College of William
and Mary: An Early Assessment, 40 J. LEGAL EDuc. 535 (1990).
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in which research and writing are closely related to broader issues
in the practice of law.124 When they are removed from their
vacuum, the importance of research and writing becomes more
apparent."z
A broad-based skills program also recognizes that a good
lawyer does many different things and that the practice of law
involves many different skills. All too often, first year programs
are so litigation-focused that they give students the impression that
litigation is the only type of law practice. 26 A broader-based
program offers a more realistic view, and makes those students not
inclined to litigate more invested in the first year program.
It is also undeniable that at many law schools students are
given little opportunity to take skills courses beyond their first
year. 27 A course that introduces students to a range of skills has
the distinct advantage of ensuring that students are at least familiar
with the full range of skills that they may need upon graduation.
While first year students will not truly have mastered any of these
skills, this is the only way to ensure that all students will, at a
minimum, have a basic familiarity with a broad range of skills.1"
124. See Meyer, supra note 79, at 794. In describing the skills-based program at New
York University, Professor Meyer commented:
[T]he significance of careful analysis became apparent in the context of
preparation for a negotiation or a trial, in addition to writing a trial brief or an
office memorandum. .. . For many students, the program contextualized legal
analysis as, simultaneously, a discrete lawyering skill and the bedrock that
underlies the legal practitioner's world.
Id.
125. It may be that even if the only goal of the course was to teach research and writing,
this is the model that should be adopted.
126. This focus on the adversarial/litigation-based model of practice is the source of
criticism about legal education. See, e.g., Re, supra note 4, at 93 ("Law schools have taught
the adversary system as the focus of the study of law. Learning cases and learning how to
read a case are presented as the ... primary skills to be acquired. Hence, from the very
start, law students are taught the adversary system and to regard winning cases as the goal
and the sign of success. Introductory civil procedure and legal method courses instruct
students that the courts only operate properly when there is a real dispute."); see also
Margaret Martin Barry, A Question of Mission: Catholic Law School's Domestic Violence
Clinic, 38 How. L.J. 135, 146 (1994); Jack Himmelstein, Reassessing Law Schooling: An
Inquiry into the Application of Humanistic Educational Philosophy to the Teaching of Law,
53 N.Y.U. L. REV. 514, 529 (1978); Macchiarola, supra note 1, at 537-38; Menkel-Meadow,
supra note 5, at 614.
127. See Laser, supra note 5, at 277 ("[M]ost law students take no more than one or two
skills courses while in law school, in addition to legal writing and trial advocacy."); id. at 278
("[Tjoo many students receive no in-house clinical education while in law school.").
128. Of course, the alternative is to require extensive upper level skills courses. However,
without that, a comprehensive first year program is the only alternative.
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Even if students do not have a chance to develop them fully, a
cursory introduction to such skills is perhaps better than no
introduction at all - even if this can be accomplished only at the
expense of research and writing.129
It can also be argued that "other" skills are intrinsically more
interesting than basic research and writing - particularly from the
point of view of the first year student. Although no one would
dispute the fact that a sound foundation is essential to build a
skyscraper, most would find it more fascinating to watch the
building rise from the ground, rather than watch the foundation be
dug. Similarly, some students will find that skills other than
research and writing possess more intrinsic appeal. While this is a
poor basis on which to build a curriculum, it may help students
overcome the stigma often attached to a research and writing
course that is otherwise undervalued in the curriculum.3 ' This
heightened interest may improve their performance in and attitude
toward the course with beneficial educational results.
Although a broader-based program will have the disadvantage
of sacrificing depth in writing, it will also have the advantages
present in any law school course emphasizing breadth rather than
depth. By introducing students to many skills, a broad-based
course helps students to make intelligent decisions about upper
level electives. If the first year course touches briefly on skills such
as negotiation, law practice management, or trial practice, interest-
ed students will be able to select upper level courses based on
informed interest.1
31
129. Of course, this precise argument can be used to advocate retaining research and
writing as the central first year focus. That is, while it is true that there are often no other
skills course requirements, it is equally true that very often there is no formal writing
requirement after year one. "After their first year, most students fend for themselves in an
atmosphere that tests their writing abilities in only two of several potential genres - exams
and seminar papers." Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 37.
130. For a discussion of this issue in the context of civil procedure, see Vaughn, supra
note 54, at 485 ("Changes in student attitudes toward the subject matter influence and color
every class. More important, this good will rests not on the cleverness or popularity of the
instructor but attaches to the subject itself as students glimpse its intrinsic interest and
importance.").
131. This is no different from any other doctrinal area of law. For example, a basic
property course that emphasizes breadth rather than depth can introduce students to areas
such as estates, real estate, land use, environmental regulation, zoning law and land-
lord/tenant relations. Once students have this basic survey, they can then select particular
courses in the upper level curriculum that will develop their knowledge in those areas more
fully. If the basic course does not cover any of those advanced areas, students may not know
that they have an interest to pursue. Similarly, a skills course that presents a broad range
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A broader-based program also allows the first year skills
course to have more connections with other aspects of the law
school curriculum. If many skills are addressed in the first year, it
is likely that members of the faculty who teach in related areas
such as clinics, trial practice, negotiation, counseling, professional
responsibility, and civil procedure, will have expertise to contribute
to the program. To the extent that an inclusive curriculum may
help foster further integration of the first year skills course with the
rest of the law school curriculum, this may be a worthwhile goal to
pursue. 132
Although the majority of schools have not yet adopted a
broad-based skills curriculum, it should not be assumed that the
idea has little merit. Depending on how the law school perceives
its goals, much can be said for a broad-based approach.
C The Myth of Mutual Exclusion
Although the "research and writing" and the "skills" approach-
es both have their advantages and disadvantages, there is a third
way to view this issue. It is this third view that this Article
advocates. Rather than choosing between the two models, schools
may find it wiser to recognize that they may not need to make an
exclusive choice, but may be able to include in their courses key
elements of both designs. With careful planning and thoughtful
curriculum development, it may well be that the two models are
not mutually exclusive and can coexist in a course that combines
the best features of both.
The greatest challenge to legal research and writing programs
today may lie not in trying to decide which of the two models to
adopt, but in designing a program that creatively incorporates the
best of both worlds. This can be done well only if it is done
consciously, not as a compromise resulting from an unclear
foCUS.
133
Any first year skills program should focus initially on research
and writing, and develop these fundamental skills before focusing
of issues can serve as a preview of upper level courses that students may select.
132. In contrast, a research and writing based course may be best suited for "integration"
with a more limited set of traditional "doctrinal" courses - a marriage that has not always
been a happy one. See supra notes 54, 105.
133. For an interesting discussion of the necessity for being clear about the goals of legal
skills courses, see generally Roger W. Andersen, Stating Objectives for a Legal Writing
Course, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC. 358 (1979); see also Botein, supra note 77, at 185.
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on other competencies.'m' It should do so, however, in a way that
allows for the introduction of a wide range of skills. If presented
correctly, these additional skills may strengthen the teaching of
research and writing.
Programs must begin from the premise that research and
writing are the fundamental legal skills that should be taught in the
first year. That said, research and writing can be taught in a way
that also exposes students to a broader range of skills. The three
methods that follow illustrate practical ways in which a first year
program may combine the best features of both philosophies and
achieve the highest goals of each.1 35
1. Teach Legal Research and Writing Through a Variety of
Writing Formats and Genres.- The benefits of both course
models may be realized through a legal writing course that requires
students to write in a wide variety of contexts and in a range of
genres. Too many first year courses limit student writing projects
to the objective office memorandum and the appellate brief.136
Nothing is intrinsically wrong with either of these documents.
Indeed, the office memorandum is a typical writing project for
junior associates at many law firms, making it a practical teaching
tool. However, there are many other ways in which lawyers write.
There are, therefore, many other ways in which law students should
be taught to write. 37
134. See supra part III.B.
135. Not addressed in this Article, but clearly another issue for law schools to consider
is whether to expand their basic "first year" course beyond the first year. To the extent that
a law school is capable of, or committed to, doing so, this may significantly change the
applicability of some of this proposal to that school's legal skills curriculum. Such schools
might be able to spend more time on the "other" skills in the later stages of their programs.
However, even for a required "multiple year" skills course, the first year of that course
should still focus primarily on research and writing. Also beyond the scope of this Article
is a discussion regarding whether legal writing programs could or should begin later than the
first semester of the first year. This may affect the selection of the skills that students are
competent to learn. For a treatment of this question, see Botein, supra note 77, at 192.
136. See supra note 43 (describing the types of writing projects typically assigned in first
year courses).
137. In addition to the office memorandum/appellate brief focus in the first year, upper
level writing opportunities appear to be focused on academic legal writing. This academic
writing comes in the form of seminar papers and participation in academic law reviews.
Again, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with legal academic writing. Indeed, for a strong
argument on the value of the law review as a vehicle for teaching legal writing, see Howard
C. Westwood, The Law Review Should Become the Law School, 31 VA. L. REV. 913 (1945).
Academic writing is, however, only one type of writing. Even when law school writing
programs are viewed in a three year perspective, there is still only a limited variety of writing
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For example, lawyers write letters,138 draft complaints and
other pleadings, write memoranda advising clients,1 39 compose
short articles for professional magazines, draft model legislation and
regulations, comment on proposed regulations, draft parts of
judicial opinions (if they are law clerks),"4 write short pretrial or
evidentiary motions, and propose settlement agreements or plea
bargains. A legal writing course should require students to write
as many of these different types of documents as possible. Doing
so will improve the students' basic training in research and writing,
and will expose them to a broader range of legal skills.4 '
By employing a variety of writing projects, an instructor can
* emphasize the principles of good writing common to all legal
writing: good grammar, careful organization, attention to procedur-
al requirements, focus on audience, and development of good
sentence structure and legal analysis. 42 Illustrating these princi-
ples through a variety of formats will help hone writing skills more
effectively than the memorandum/appellate brief. It will help
students to realize that there is not just one generic form of "good
legal writing." Instead, the good legal writer is able to write well
in a variety of contexts and understands which type of writing is
most appropriate in a particular situation. A variety of exercises
will also disabuse students of the notion that writing is something
that can be done by rote following of a preset formula. 43 Stu-
opportunities available.
138. Within the broad category of "letters" there are still further distinctions that may
be made: advice letters, opinion letters, demand letters, and retainer letters.
139. These differ significantly from the inter-office memoranda students typically draft
since they require attention to the difficulties of addressing legal analysis which, to a lay
audience, is a critical but often overlooked skill.
140. This may become even more important, as more law students pursue judicial
clerkships as their first job after law school. For a full discussion of the benefits of
introducing law students to the judicial aspects of writing, see Smith, supra note 4.
141. See Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 77 (A typical one year program "is
useful for inducting students into the discourse community of the law, but does not offer
enough time .and experience to explore shifts among genres such as memos, exams, and
scholarly papers. Further, students must experience the subtle shifts among audiences who
may be reading the same genre.").
142. See also Bridge, supra note 79, at 425 ("Elements essential to a writing experience
are not limited to one type of writing, or to a minimum length .... Any writing which is
based upon a sustained, concentrated effort, during which supervision is available, or
required, which is the subject of editing and revision, and which is a product of legal analysis
and research, is an acceptable experience for law graduates.").
143. See Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 85 ("Exposing students to these genres
requires careful planning so that the legal writing course content balances reinforcement with
versatility. Rather than jumping from genre to genre, students should be afforded the
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dents will learn that legal writing is best when the writer under-
stands how to use the style of communication appropriate for the
particular situation and audience.
As should be apparent from the list of potential writing
assignments, many of these suggested alternatives result in much
shorter writing projects than the traditional documents prepared in
first year classes. Undoubtedly, more lengthy and involved projects
have a critical role in the first year curriculum since they are the
only vehicles through which students will be able to engage in a
well-developed substantive analysis of a complex issue. However,
the use of shorter projects will allow for more rapid feedback,1"
will foster more attention to critiquing and rewriting drafts, and will
give students projects to work on while their instructors are grading
longer assignments.45
This approach also allows instructors to teach legal research
more effectively. Each short assignment requires students to
conduct research with a slightly different focus. For example,
requiring students to draft a response to a proposed regulation will
introduce them to the Federal Register; asking students to draft
model jury instructions will teach them how to research form
books.1"
The true benefit of this approach is that it provides instructors
with the opportunity to introduce students to a broader range of
skills than does the traditional office memo/appellate brief format.
As students write different types of documents, instructors have an
opportunity to discuss with them a broad range of legal issues,
which are logically tied to the writing assignments. For example,
a writing project involving a complaint is a logical opportunity for
a discussion of the ethical rules governing complaints, court rules
opportunity to rewrite and perhaps repeat one genre such as the memo. This repetition
reinforces genre-specific techniques. Then, those techniques, once reinforced, can be
contrasted with those used in other genres, whose rhetorical constraints vary.").
144. These shorter projects are also more appropriate and convenient for soliciting peer
critique, allowing students to have the valuable opportunity to be critical readers and editors
as well as writers.
145. If the assignment schedule is carefully planned, the use of shorter assignments might
help ensure that students are always writing. These shorter projects also lend themselves to
use as in-class writing exercises.
146. Other examples demonstrating the ways in which a variety of "non-traditional" legal
writing projects will acquaint students with a wider range of research methods and sources
abound. While a well-planned memorandum or brief can also further research skills, such
projects tend to involve a universe of sources too often limited to case law and statutes,
rather than to a range of materials.
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dictating drafting form, filing deadlines, choice of forum, pre-trial
discovery, and so on. Similarly, an assignment requiring students
to write a demand letter to adversaries may be a vehicle for
introducing discussions about alternative dispute resolution and
alternatives to litigation; an assignment involving a retainer letter
is a perfect springboard for a discussion of legal fee structures and
office management. Likewise, an assignment requiring comments
on a proposed regulation provides an excellent opportunity for a
discussion of the administrative process and the task of rule
making.
In all of these situations, each writing assignment provides
students with solid training in legal writing and research. The time
spent on any "extras" detracts only minimally from the focus on
research and writing. Unlike a traditional research and writing
course, a varied set of assignments will provide exposure to writing
in many different contexts. This enables the first year legal
research and writing course to be a vehicle for a more extensive
introduction to the full scope of a lawyer's work. 47 While that
introduction may not be as deep as many might want, it allows for
some breadth without sacrificing any depth in the research and
writing component.
2. Teach Those Additional Skills That Put Writing Assign-
ments in Context and Are Geared Toward Making Students Better
Writers.- One of the most destructive ways legal research and
writing courses become overloaded is when skills are incorporated
into those classes that are only tangentially related to legal writing
and research. For example, teaching law office management or the
ethics of contingency fees or alternative dispute resolution may be
valuable, but these skills are not directly connected to legal writing
or research. Therefore, despite their usefulness, they do not
necessarily aid in development of the two basic skills. If the skills
taught in the first year legal research and writing course are not
directly linked to research and writing, the course may become
147. As part of this broader approach, students will also be effectively taught that many
lawyers spend significant amounts of their professional lives on work that is not litigation-
oriented. This would serve to counter the litigation focus of traditional first year skills
programs. See Dickerson, supra note 77, at 88 ("It is ironic that current courses in legal
writing are badly tilted in favor of litigation, when in the real world of modem lawyering
dependence on the drafting discipline is far more pervasive than is dependence on litigation
skills.").
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disjointed and overwhelming because students' attention is being
diverted. While training in those skills might be accomplished by
coherent and discrete presentations, those presentations will do
nothing to advance the research and writing competency of* first
year students. This is probably the major disadvantage of the skills
based model.
To avoid this outcome, and to insure that the legal research
and writing program can peacefully co-exist with a more broadly-
based curriculum, the skills that enter that curriculum must be
selected very carefully. The only skills that belong in the first year
program are those that lead students back to, and not away from,
research and writing. Skills should not be added to the program
without planning the ways in which those skills support the
development of writing and research.
Depending upon the structure of the program, the "connected"
skills may vary. The essential point, however, is that the skills must
be linked to the development of writing and research competency.
For example, a study of fact development in a case might be
presented as an adjunct to the writing program. It may be taught
as a way of helping students write about facts, draw analogies
between the facts of their problem and precedents, and discern
where the factual gaps in their writing are. As students prepare to
write a summary judgment motion, for example, they can be
encouraged to analyze what facts they have to support their written
motion, what gaps or inconsistencies exist in the facts, how those
facts can ethically be presented in the light most favorable to the
client, and what techniques would be used to gather any additional
facts. This will be a much more efficient and effective use of the
students' writing time than spending that same amount of time in
discrete lectures about deposition techniques,. subpoenas, or witness
preparation.1 8
A strict adherence to the principle that the skills taught must
be linked to writing will, by definition, reduce the extent to which
other skills are taught in the first year. The return on this
148. For an example of the way in which non-research-and-writing skills may be used to
place a writing project in context, see Rideout & Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 72 ("[L]egal
writing professors can rely on scenarios such as mock client interviews, whether staged by
other students or videotaped, to present the facts for an office memorandum assignment.
Simulated scenarios force the students to reconstruct the problem for themselves and to
become conscious of how discourse constraints can shape the law's point of view and enable
the legal issues to emerge.").
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investment will be a more substantial introduction to writing and
research as well as a useful context for any other skills that work
their way into the curriculum.
3. Select Research and Writing Assignments That Will Be
Effective Vehicles for Introducing a Broad Range of Skills.- The
third way to combine broad-based skills training with a primary
focus on research and writing is to select the subjects of writing
assignments and research topics strategically. The substance of the
legal research and writing project can be a legal skills issue rather
than one involving an unrelated substantive area of law.149
For example, a legal malpractice problem that requires
students to research and analyze an attorney's liability for missing
a filing deadline could be very effective. In the course of doing this
research, students will read about law office management and
professional responsibility, to name only two of the skills implicat-
ed. In fact, students might be asked to write about the issues
involved in a malpractice action where the attorney is being sued
for failure to do adequate legal research. In a case such as this, the
students would be: (a) conducting legal research and writing to
develop those basic skills; (b) learning about the professional
responsibilities of competence and diligence; and (c) realizing the
importance of legal research in "real world" practice.50 For a
modern spin on this issue, students might also write about those
cases addressing whether it constitutes malpractice for an attorney
to fail to do computer-assisted legal research.151
Similarly, students might draft a letter that advises a client as
to whether he or she should accept a settlement offer. This will be
a logical vehicle for students to explore the issues of alternative
dispute resolution and negotiation. Students could also write a
short article for a state bar publication that reviews a recent
disciplinary decision of the state's attorney review board, or
critiques a proposed change in a state discovery rule. Again, these
149. See Cohen, supra note 79, at 5 (discussing a writing assignment involving legal ethics
used at Western New England College of Law).
150. For a discussion of these issues, see Cohen, supra note 14 at 193 ("Recent
sociological studies of the legal profession indicate that most lawyers do very little research
and too many do virtually none at all.... [T]here was a case decided many years ago in the
State of Washington, In re Boland, which held that an attorney's failure to search the
authorities in preparation for his client's case constituted gross negligence.").
151. For an interesting, albeit outdated, discussion of the impact of CALR on the practice
of law, and the accompanying ethical obligations, see Childress, supra note 101, at 93-97.
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are two ways in which teaching about professional responsibility
and factual discovery become natural by-products of writing
assignments.1
52
In a beneficial cycle, students engage in research and writing
that explores these skills-related issues. Whether consciously or
more subtly, students' writing will open their eyes to a much
broader range of professional issues.
IV. Conclusion 53
Very few questions will affect the success or failure of legal
research and writing programs more than the question of focus:
what is the role of the course in the school in which it is offered?
Law schools today have a variety of models from which they can
choose as they attempt to select a program that meets the needs of
their particular students.1"4 Before a model can be selected, a
philosophy for the program must be chosen. In selecting that
philosophy, a law school must determine what it hopes to accom-
plish. Doing so is the first step in ensuring that it will accomplish
those goals. Selecting the destination is the first step in planning
the journey.
152. I have used an attorney liability to non-clients issue for my Lawyering Skills
students' writing project at Catholic University's Columbus School of Law. In addition to
the tort and contract issues raised by the facts, this problem also addressed professional
responsibility questions that raised interesting issues for classroom discussions.
153. For additional bibliographic materials on teaching legal research and writing, see
George D. Gopen & Kary D. Smout, Legal Writing: A Bibliography, 1 J. LEGAL WRIT.
INST. 93 (1991); Park, supra note 12, at 187-89; John R. Austin & Carmencita K. Cui,
Teaching Legal Research in American Law Schools: An Annotated Bibliography, LEGAL REF.
SERV. Q., Spring 1987, at 71; Gopen, supra note 90, at 365-73; Philip C. Kolin & Ronald G.
Marquardt, Research on Legal Writing: A Bibliography, 78 LAw LIBR. J. 493 (1986);
Terrence Collins & Darryl Hattenhauer, Law and Language: A Selected, Annotated
Bibliography on Legal Writing, 33 J. LEGAL EDUC. 141 (1983).
154. See Botein, supra note 77, at 193 (discussing the value of individuality among law
school programs). Professor Botein advocates that "each school [should] create its own
model, by using specialized instructional techniques to achieve its particular educational
goals.... [Tihis approach would use different methods and programs to achieve different
goals. To be sure, an infinite variety of approaches is possible." Id.; see also Rideout &
Ramsfield, supra note 35, at 75 ("Legal educators should develop goals unique to their
institutions. No one design for a legal writing program will suffice for every institution. The
demographic differences among schools require that each institution's faculty build a
program suited to its students' needs. To do so, faculty can examine the students' economic,
cultural, and ethnic backgrounds, gender-based perspectives, and ultimate career choices.").
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APPENDIX I
LEGAL WRITING DIRECTORS' SURVEY:
SCOPE OF COVERAGE FOR FIRST YEAR COURSES
(Except for the final question that asks your optional consent to be
quoted, none of the data requested in this survey will be reported
in a way identifying you or your school.)
NAME:
TITLE:
LAW SCHOOL AFFILIATION:
1. How would you describe your first year research/writing/skills
course?
As a traditional course focusing on in-depth develop-
ment of research and writing ability
As a course that focuses significantly on lawyering
skills other than, or in addition to, legal research and
writing
2. What percentage of your first year research/writing/skills course
is devoted to development of each of the following skills?
- Legal Writing (including drafting)
- Legal Research (including CALR)
- Legal Analysis
Client Interviewing and/or Counseling
Fact Investigation
Professional Responsibility
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Law Office Management Skills
Oral Advocacy
Law School Study Skills
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Other Skills (please specify)
3. In addition to legal research and writing assignments, are
projects focusing on any of the skills identified above a part of your
students' grade in your program? Please specify, including oral
advocacy projects.
4. What have been the most significant changes, if any, to the
substantive coverage of your first year course since 1990? Please
specify.
5. Are you planning any significant changes to the substantive
coverage of your first year course? Please specify.
[Vol. 100:2
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6. Has the MacRate Report had an influence on the way you have
identified skills to be covered in your first year course?
- Yes, it has had a SIGNIFICANT IMPACT on program
design.
- Yes, it has had SOME INFLUENCE on program design.
- No, it has had NO INFLUENCE on program design.
7. If you were able to have more class time, course credits, etc.,
how would you MOST like to spend that extra time?
Providing more research training time
Providing more writing training time
Developing competency in an additional skill(s)
Please specify which ones:
8. What do you perceive to be the SINGLE most important goal of
first year skills courses?
To develop competency in legal writing and analysis
To develop competency in legal research
To introduce students to a range of legal practice
skills that they may then develop more fully in their
advanced course work
To provide an orientation to law school
Other
DICKINSON LAW REVIEW
9. OPTIONAL QUESTION: Please comment on YOUR OPINION
as to whether first year skills courses are best designed with a
nearly exclusive research and writing focus, or whether they should
be expanded to be broader "lawyering skills" courses. Please
indicate the strengths and weaknesses you perceive in the approach
you advocate and/or whether you believe that there is a legitimate
compromise position. Please indicate in your comments whether
you consent to having the comments you make here quoted and
attributed to you in the article that will result from these survey
results.
Thank you very much for your contribution!
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Appendix II
Summary of Responses to Scope of Coverage Survey
QUESTION 1
Question: "How would you describe your first year re-
search/writing skills course?"
Responses:
response number of respon-
dents
"As a traditional course focusing on 83
in-depth development of research
and writing ability"
"As a course that focuses significant- 17
ly on lawyering skills other than, or
in addition to, legal research and
writing"
no response/both/other 11
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QUESTION 2
Question: "What percentage of your first year re-
search/writing/skills course is devoted to development of each of
the following skills?"
Responses:
skill 10% - 29% 30% - over
49% 50%
legal writing 16 58 35
legal research 59 36 6
legal analysis 51 32 13
oral advocacy 56 0 0
professional responsi- 10 0 0
bility
client interviewing/ 7 0 0
counseling
fact investigation 5 0 0
alternative dispute 4 0 0
resolution
law office manage- 2 0 0
ment
study skills 1 0 0
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Question: "In addition to legal research and writing assignments,
are projects focusing on any other skills identified above a part of
your students' grade in your program? Please specify, including
oral advocacy projects."
Responses:
skill number of respon-
dents
oral advocacy 74
negotiation 8
client counseling & interviewing 7
drafting 7
editing & research exercises 5
discovery & fact investigation 4
broad range of lawyering skills 3
alternative dispute resolution 2
ethics & professional responsibility 2
no; no response 24
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QUESTION 4
Question: "What have been the most significant changes, if any, to
the substantive coverage of your first year course since 1990?
Please specify."
Responses:
changes number of respon-
dents 55
organization restructuring 26
more lawyering skills 15
more research skills 8
more analysis 7
more ethics & professional responsi- 7
bility
additional faculty 7
additional research projects 6
alternative dispute resolution 4
greater integration of program 4
more rewrites 4
increased emphasis on oral advocacy 3
increased emphasis on basic writing 3
skills
reductions due to budgetary cutbacks 2
more study skills 1
less oral advocacy 1
155. These responses total more than 111 because there are some directors who identified
several changes as significant.
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1[ none; no response; miscellaneous 7 33
QUESTION 5
Question: "Are you planning any significant changes to the
substantive coverage of your first year course? Please specify.1156
Responses:
changes number of respon-
dents
more lawyering skills 13
more computer research skills 6
unspecified changes 4
more emphasis on research & writing 4
more advocacy skills 4
more hours; longer program 3
greater integration of program 3
more emphasis on ethics 1
none; no response; miscellaneous 75
156. Again, here some directors listed several changes that they were contemplating.
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QUESTION 6
Question: "Has the MacCrate Report had an influence on the way
you have identified skills to be covered in your first year course?"
Responses:
response number of respon-
dents
"Yes, it has had a SIGNIFICANT IM- 3
PACT on program design."
"Yes, it has had SOME INFLUENCE on 52
program design."
"No, it has had NO INFLUENCE on 54
program design."
QUESTION 7
Question: "If you were able to have more class time, course
credits, etc., how would you MOST like to spend that extra time?"
Responses:
response number of respon-
dents
"Providing more research training 25
time"
"Providing more writing training 68
time"
"Developing competency in an addi- 43
tional skill(s)"
none/more than one 31
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QUESTION 8
Question: "What do you perceive to be the SINGLE most important
goal of first year skills courses?"
Responses:
response number of respon-
dents
"To develop competency in legal 85
writing and analysis"
"To develop competency in legal 12
research"
"To introduce students to a range of 17
legal practice skills that they may
then develop more fully in their ad-
vanced course work"
"To provide an orientation to law 0
school"
"Other" 4
more than one 13
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